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Young Wild West's Road Agent Round-Up
OR,

.

ARIETTA CARRYING THE MAIL

•

By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
YOUNG WILD :WEST AND THE COWBOY DANDY.

Young Wild West and his friends were stopping for a
day in the hustling town of Las Vegas.
They were on one of th1:;ir horseback rides in search of
excitement and adventure, and after having experienced
a lively time. at a Texas ranch, they had crossed the State
line and arrived at the town just mentioned without meeting with anything out of the ordinary.
They had reached Las Vegas about the middle of the
forenoon, and when our hero advised that they remain
there until the following morning, all hands were quite satisfied.
For the benefit of those who have not been following up
the adventures of our dashing Boy Hero, we will state that
Young Wild West was known as the Champion Deadshot
of the West, and that by his remarkable skill, bravery and
extreme coolness,' he had done much to help pave the way
to civilization in the wildest parts of the great region commonly called the Wild West.
Though but a boy in years, he was in every other way a
man, while the friends h'e had made were many, and the
enemies not a few.
·
But any hero is bound to have enemies, so there was
nothing strange in this.
With the young deadshot were his golden-haired sweetheart, Arietta Murdock; Cheyenne Charlie, the ex-government scout, and his wile, Anna; Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy
about the same age as our hero, and his sweetheart, Eloise
Gardner; and Hop Wah and Wing Wah, the two Chinamen
who traveled with them in the capacity of handy man and
cook.
At the Fme of which we write, Las Vegas had nothing
like the population it now possesses.
Still it was a sort of center for ranchmen and miners,
and quite a thriving business was done there.

Our friends were accustomed to camping out, since the
greater part. of their time was spent in the wild parts of
the mountains and plains.
But finding that they could be accommodated at the
good-sized hotel, they had put up there and were well
pleased with the way they were treated.
They had been furnish ed with an exceptionally good
dinner, as the noonday meal was called, and as we find them
they are sitting on the porch at the shady side of the hotel,
watching what was going on around them.
All types of men were to be seen, from the common Mexican peon to the wealthy mine-owner or rich ranchman.
A number of cowboys had congregated in the bar-room
of the hotel, and they were making merry.
But Young Wild West and his friends clid not mind this
in the least, for they had been at many mining camps ancl
settlements where rough, honest characters, as well as those
who were not honest, congregated and had what they
termed a "good time."
It was the first time any of them had ever been at Las
Vegas, but there was really nothing there that was new to
them, unless it might be the people they saw.
"Well, Charlie, you seem to be sleepy," our hero observed, as he nodded to the scout, who was at that moment
yawning and stretching his arms above his head.
"I reckon I am, Wild," was the reply. "Blamed if this
ain't what I call putty dull. If sorncthin' don't l1appen ter
wake me up putty soon I 'll have ter go out an' start a row
somewhere. I ain't used to this sort of business. lt's altogether too tame for me."
"Well, just have a little patience. The ' chances are
something will happen before another clay, anyhow. lf it
don't I will begin to think tbal ercrybody in these parts
has come to the conclusion that it is best to lead str'aight
and honest lives. Bul hello! I wonder who this fellow is."
The boy pointed to a horseman, who was riding slowly
down the street toward the hotel.
There was something striking about him, since he was
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attired in a fancy corduroy riding suit, and had a big red
feather stuck in the band of his wide-brimmed sombrero.
The steed he rode looked to be an exceptionally good one,
too, and the general appearance of the horseman was quite
enough to attmct more than ordinary attention.
"That fellow Jias got the looks of a bandit, or somethin'
like that, Wild," was Cheyenne Charlie's 'comment, as he
took a quick look at the stranger.
"I quite agree with Charlie," Arietta spoke up, nodding
to her dashing young lover.
"Well, perhaps you are both right," Wild, as he was
called for short, answered with a smile. "But he might
be some ranchman who takes pride in keeping up a good
appearance. There is certainly something of the sport
about him."
The horseman rode over close to the porch, and he looked at those sitting there keenly as he passed.
Our hero returned the look with interest, for he could
tell right away that the horseman· was admiring the beauty of his sweetheart. and the other two girls, for they were
all called rather pretty.
The man dismounted, and tying his horse to one of the
posts that were in a line before the entrance to the hotel,
he walked leisurely inside.
Our friends on the porch quickly turned the conversation
into another channel, and just as they had about jorgotten the dandified horseman he came out of the barroom and
walked deliberatel_v up to them.
"Pardon me," he said, as he lifted his hat and made a
low bow. "I understand that Young Wild West is here."
"You have got that right, stranger," Wild answered,
quickly, as he arose and looked at the speaker questioningly. "What can I do for you."
"Oh, nothing in particular, "only I have heard so m 1ch
about you that when I ·heard you were here I resohed to
introduce myself. I am Bart Leonard, and commonly
known as the Cowboy Sport. I am pretty well known
a bout here, and as I just said, I have heard so much about
the wonderful things you have done in your travels through011t the West that I became very much interested in you.
Shake hands; Young Wild West."
"Certain~;" and the boy at once took the hand that was
extended to him.
"But Wild had formed a dislike for the fellow right
away, so he did not go to the trouble of introducing the
rest of the party.
"I take it that this is Cheyenne Charlie," and Leonard
nodded to the scout.
"You have got that right, stranger," Charlie answered,
quickly. "That's my handle, an' no mistake."
"Well, shake, then. I am very glad to meet you."
Charlie shook hands with him, and then Bart Leonard,
as be called himself, stepped over to Jim.
"You are Jim Dart,. of course," he said, with a smile.
"Yes, that's right," and Jim accepted the proffered hand.
"Now then, the ladies," and bowing courteously, Leonard
took a step toward Arietta, as though he desired to shake
hands with her.
"Hold on, my friend," said Young Wild West, in the
c~ol and easy way that had made him famous. "I reckon
you are going a little too fast. Not that I care about you
sha!;ing hands with the girls, but I should think you would

11 ait for an introduction before you attempted anything of
the kind."
,
"Oh, that's all right. It clcn't matter a bit. Wc never
bother much abouL'the rules of etiquette in this part of the
country, you see."
Then the impudent fellow reached out to seize Arietta's
hand.
But she drew back from 'him haughtily and stepped
aside.
"Ah!" he exclaimed, looking at our hero and his partners as though he was greatly surprised. "A little hightoncd, I see. Well, that's all right. Probably if you were
to introduce me, Young Wild West, it would be differe:qt."
By this time the young deadshot was not a little nettled
at the insolence of the man.
"See here, Mr. Leonard." he said, stepping over and
touching him on the arm, "the best thing you can do is to
get away from here. If you haven't sense enough to see
that yarn· company is not wanted, I ·will tell you so."
"Ah ! so that's the case, eh? Well, I must say tha.t this
is the first time I have ever been treated in this manner.
I have the reputation ' of being a gentleman, Young Wild
West, and J have never yet found the one who would dare
tell me I wasn't."
"What would you do if some one were to tell you that you
were not a gentleman?"
"Well, I would challenge him to fight me right away."
"All rigl1t, then. I will tell you right to your face that
you are anything but ·a gentleman. From the way J . ha;ve
sized yon up, I have come to the conclusion that you are a
clever scoundrel. Now then, if you want to fight, just tell
me, and we will go right at it."
"Don't be too hasty," said the man, showing great coolness. "I see you are clenching your fists. I don't want
to fight that way. When I _fight I usually use a gun. I
am sorry you are acting this way, Young Wild West, but
still, I must uphold my reputation. You step out in the
road here and I will do the same. Then we will fight it
out."
Without waiting a moment our hero leaped from the
porch and walked out into the middle of the street.
It happened that a lounger had overheard the conversation, and as he had communicated what was _going on to
those in the bar-room, there was a crowd in front of the
hotel in a twinkling.
"Boys," said Ba.r t Leonard, as he walked toward the barroom door, "it seems I have got into trouble. Just' because I .wanted to shake hands with the ladies over there,
Young Wild West is offended. He told me I was not a
gentleman, and that he believed I was a clever scoundrel.
I think the most of you here know me well enough to understand that I won't submit to anything like that. He
wants me to step out there and fight it out with guns, and I
am going to accommodate him.''
Leonard seemed to have quite a few friends in the crowd,
and they at once urged him to go ahead and make short
work of the boy.
"Don't kill him, Bart," said one. "Jest show him how
easy you coull do it if you wanted tar. Wing him in his
right arm, an' then maybe he'll be glad enough ter apologize."
"I reckon you have said about enough, you sneakin' co-
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yote !" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, as he faced the man,
his eyes flashing dangerously. "If you feel as though you
want ter go out there an' have a little shootin' match, you
jest come with me, after Young Wild West gits through
with ther fancy lookin' fellar."
"I'll have it out with yer· right n(}w," was the angry retort, and the man, who was apparently a miner, quickly
'
grabbed for his gun.
But before he could draw it from the holster the scout's
revolver was on a line with his heart.
"You let go that piece of hardware or I'll put a hole
through ye!» he exclaimed. "Whoopee, whoopee! Wow,
wow ! I've been waiting for somethin' ter happen, but at
last it's come. My :finger's itcbin' ter pull tber trigg~r.
Wow!"
Jim Dart was right at the scout's side, a revolver in
either hand.
He knew that since they were strangers there it was
quite likely. the majority of the crowd would side in with
Bart Leonard and the miner.
"Well, what do :,ou think of this, boys?" Leonard asked,
showing genuine surprise. "These people are actually
looking for trouble, I think. Well, take it easy, all of you,
and wait until I get done with Young Wild West."
Wild had walked a .few steps toward the spot where
Charlie and Jim were standing, for he did not mean to let
them get shot by some coward who might take the chance
wl1en he was not observed.
"If you fellows will only wait a few minutes you can
get all the :fight you want," he called out, in his cool and
easy way. "I will soon settle accounts with Bart Leonard.
Then the rest of you can be accommodated. Come on out,
Leonard, and make good your bluff."
It was evident that the Cowboy Sport, as he called himself, was a little uneasy at the coolness shown by the boy.
, But he meant to carry out his bluff, for bluff it was, no
doubt.
, "It would be a pity to shoot a boy," he declared, as he
stepped down from the porch. "I am really sorry I offered
to :fight you, Young Wild West."
"Well, if you are not sorry now, you will be before you
get through with me," was the quick retort. "Step out into
the street. As soon as you get into the center of it I am
going to blaze away at you."
The miner had released his grip upon his gun the moment he found himself covered by the scout, and he, too,
appeared to be uneasy, if not actually frightened.
The rest of the crowd became strangely silent, and
watched to see what would happen.
No one said a word, and after casting a look at his
friends as though he expected them to give advice in the
matter, Leonard walked slowly toward the center of the
street.
But before lie reached it he came to a stop.
"Young Wild West," said he, pointing his :finger at
the boy who was waiting for him so coolly. "I will give you
one more chance. I don't want to even hurt you. If you
will apologize for what you said a little while ago we will
call it square."
"I am not in the habit of apologizing for anything I
say. -You just take two more steps and I will show you
what I know about shooting."
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Nettled at the reply, the oowboy dandy drew a revolver,
and then stepped quickly to tbe center of the street.
He was not more than twenty feet from the boy, and up
went his hand to take a shot.
But before he could pull the trigger a sharp report
sounded, and the weapon dropped from his hand.
Blood was streaming from the knuckle of his thumb,
while the face of the man had turned chalky.
"Pick up that gun!" called out the dashing young dcaclshot, commandingly. "I am going to give you a chance."
But instead of complying with the command, the rascal, for such he surely was, made a grab for the gun th at
hung at his left side.
Crack!
Again Wild's revolver spoke in its spiteful way, and a
sharp cry of pain came from Leonard.
This time it was his left wrist that had been grazed by
the bullet, and as he saw the blood trickling from it he
stood stock still for a moment, and then bounded toward
the hotel•as though he was in a hurry to get out of sight of
the boy who stood so calmly in the center of the street.
"Now then, boys! Three cheers fer Young Wild West,
ther Champion Deadshot !" shouted Cheyenne Charlie, waving his gun over his head.
As if by magic, the majority of the crowd took up the
shout and the cheers were given with a will.
Wild walked leisurely to the door of the bar-room.
"I reckon that will be about all," he said, as the men
made way for him. "The Dandy Cowboy must learn to be
a little quicker before lie steps out again to have it out
with his gun. He isn't much better at bluffing than he is
at shooting. But it is all right, gentlemen ; he'll know better next time."
Cheyflnne Charlie ran and picked up the clefeated man's
revolvers, and then they all went inside.

CHAPTER II.
OUR FRIENDS MEET THE SHERIFF.

Bart Leonard was bathing the two slight wounds he had
received with whisky as Wild entered the bar-room.
He had a gTOup of sympathizers about him, though none
of them offered to interfere with the young deadshot in the
least.
Though he had told the spectators "it was about all," our
hero was not yet quite done with the cowboy dandy.
He walked right up to him, and looking at him as coolly
as tho1tgli no such thing as a duel had taken place but a
minute or two before, he said:
"Why didn't you start to shoot when you got out into ihe
street, Mr. Leonard? You are about the slowest piece of
goods I ever saw handle a gun."
· "That's all right, Young Wild West," was the retort. " I
guess you know why I didn't try a shot at you sooner. J
told you before I went out there that I didn't want to kill
a boy."
" Well, you said something like that, I believe, but I
hardly think you meant it. Probably you had ·an idea that
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I would take water. But I am not in the habit of doing that the majority of the crowd are with us now, though at
that, as you know pretty well by this time."
first they were against us. Don't go to picking a row with
"Yes, I know pretty well ,now, I'll admit that."
him. It might set them against us."
"Then you are satisfied, are you?"
"Jest as you say, Wild. But if he says anything I'm
"Perfectly satisfied, Young Wild West."
bound ter do my full duty, an' don't yer forgit it."
"All right, then. We'll let it drop. Gentlemen, ste~
The miner did .not choose to say anything, and when
'NP and take something. Landlord, I will have one of the Bart Leonard walked over and sat down at a table, he folbest cigars you have in the house, please."
lowed him.
The owner of the hotel was behind the bar assisting his
Two others were quick to do the same, making it a party
clerk, and he... hastened to, get a box of cigars from a closet of four.
where it was no doubt kept for special calls.
As they began conversing in low tones our hero leaned
"Here yer are, Young Wild West," he said, as he pushed over the bar and said to the proprietor:
the box toward the young deadshot. "Help yerself. These
"Do those fellows come here very often, boys?"
are about ther best money kin buy, an' I recommend 'em, ! "Quite often," was the reply. "None of 'em don't live
. 'cause I smoke 'em sometimes myself, when I feel as here in town, though."
though I kin afford it."
"Ah, is that so? Where does Leonard live?"
1'He's got a little ranch about ten miles
"Give the gentlemen what they like. I don't drink anyalong ther trail
thing strong myself, but that doesn't say that I ·should tell to the west. He's raisin' horses mostly, an' he's got quite a
others what they should take."
lot of thoroughbreds there."
"Well, I'm a sort of temperance man, but I'm goin' ter
"And his friends, who seem to be miners, where do they
have a little tanglefoot," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. "It belong?"
1
ain't often I take much of anything in ther line of liquor,
"Well, they live with him on his ranch, I reckon. They
but when I do drink I generally has good reasons for doin' ain't miners, though they dress that way. They always
it. Whoopee! Wow, wow!"
have plenty of money when they come here, so I never
Nearly all of them followed the scout's example and made it my business ter ask any questions."
called for liquor.
"I see. Well, it strikes me that they are a bad lot."
Though a glass had been placed in front of Bart Leonard, • "Do yer think so?" and the proprietor looked surprised.
he did not offer to pour any liquor in it. .
"They've always paid for everything they ordered here, an'
"Aren't you going to drink, Mr. Leonard?" Wild asked, though Leonard sometimes kicks up a little row when he
looking at him with a smile.
•
gits a little too much tanglefoot aboard, I've never seen
"I guess not," was the retort.
nothin' very bad out of him."
"Have a smoke, then."
"Have you ever seen him insult any 0f your guests, espe"No, I don't care to smoke just now."
cially ladies?"
"All right. It's just the same to me. I will save half
"No, I never did."
a dollar by it. I reckon you are a little sore, and if you
"Well, that's what he did to-day, and that's why I got
are I don't blame you. Any time you feel like getting in a row with him."
satisfaction you can c'bme to me and look for it. I will be
"So I heard one of ther boys say. He was out there on
ready for you."
ther porch, an' he seen an' heard all what happened. I
"I didn't say I wanted satisfaction, Young Wild West," was surprised to think that Bart would do anything like
the man retorted, angrily. "You got the best of me out in that."
·
the road, because I took pity on you . I could have shot
"Well, I reckon be has done a whole lot worse than that.
you easily, but I didn't choose to do it. I give you credit I have a way of sizing up people pretty good when I see
for not trying to kill me, for I know perfectly well that them, and I made up my mind before I had been talking to
you merely fired to disarm me. You did it nicely, too."
him half a minute that he was a clever rogue. Even if he
"Well, the next time I take a shot at you it might be to had not been at all insulting, my opinion would have been
kill you, so you had better look out," and the boy laughed, just the same. But it's all right. I showed him that he
just as though it was a joke.
did not know much about quick shopting."
Though Cheyenne Charlie was somewhat hilarious, he
"I reckon yer did, Young Wild West. Bart sartinl y
had been keeping his eye on the man who had shown a dis- didn't want ter go out there in th er road with yer. If it
position to put a bullet through him when the row first hadn't been that he was afraid of gittin' laughed at he
started.
would have backed down. But he sartinly tried hard
This fellow had accepted a drink when Wild treated, and enough ter git th er drop on yer when he got there."
~s he swallowed it he stepped back near the dandy cowboy.
"Well, he wasn't quick enough."
It was evident that he was not altogether pleased at the
"He sartinly wasn't,'; and the hotel-keeper shook his
way things had turned out, for he did not even smile when head to show that he was well satisfied on that point.
several others laughed outright at what the young deadshot
It was just then that a horseman galloped up to the door,
said.
·
and dismounting hurriedly, entered the place.
"Wild," said Charlie, in a low tone of voice, "I reckon
"Hello, sheriff!" the proprietor called out, cordially.
I'd better have it out with that measly coyote over there. "Where l1ave you been keepin' yourself ther la.st two or
He's got it in for me, an' I know it."
three days? Come here; let me introduce you to Young
''Don't say anything to him, Charlie," was the reply. Wild West, the!' Champion Deadshot.",
"There is no need of making any more trouble. It seems
"What's that you say?" the newcomer asked, opening
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So saying, the sheriff stepped over and hung the ~lacard
to a convenient nail he found on the wall.
"Hello, sheriff," Bart Leona\'d called out, as he arose
from the table and walked over to read it. "Have the
road agents been at work again?"
"I reckon they have, Bart," was the reply. "I am a
little anxious about 'em, too, ·cause you know pu.tty well
that I'm half owner in· ther stage coach line what runs over
to Pine Gulch. We jest landed a contract ter carry ther
mail over there three times a week. Yer know there's a
post-office there now. It jest opened to-day."
"Is that so? Why, I wasn't aware of that. I didn't
think the government would establish a post-office a.t such
a small place ·as Pine Gulch."
·"Well, they wouldn't have done it if they hadn't investigated and found that it's a place that's likely ter grow.
There's a big smelter goin' up there p:utty soon, an' there's
so much silver ore around there that ther place is jest
bound to grow. It won't be many months afore Pine Gulch
will have :five or six hundred population. I'm satisfied on
that, an' I expect ter make somethin' out of it, 'cause I'm
interested, as I jest said, in ther stage coach line."
"So you are going to carry the majl to Pine Gulch,
·
then?"
to do it.
contract
ther
"Our stage coach line has got
ther
deliver
to
us
to
up
·
it's
an'
signed,
been
jest
It has
mail regular. without no loss to ther government."
"Then you have an idea that Black Bill and bis gang
might hold up the stage coach and steal the mail?"
"That's jest it; Bart. Most likely there will be lots of
"Five hundred dollars reward for the man known as
Black Bill, dead or alive. The above reward will be paid money sent by mail from ther miners over at ther Gulch,
by me when the aforesaid Black Bill is brought to my of- an' if they happen ter know about it they'll sartinly see to
it that they git hold of it."
fice at · the county jail.
CHA.RLES THOMPSON,
"(Signed)
"Well, I have helped you all I can to hunt down the
"Sheriff."
road agents. I am one of your deputies, ,you know."
"Yes, I know that. You have done your share. But I
"What has this fellow done that a re~ard is offered for
blamin' you any, 'cause no one has been able ter find
ain't
him dead or alive?" Wild asked, looking at the sheriff.
place of ther road agents. But I've got somehidin'
ther
"What has he done?" was the reply. "Why, he is ther
wil1 make it putty hot for them fellers, you
who
now
body
leader of one of ther worst gangs of road: agents that's
"
bet.
kin
along
all
works
gang
%is
ever been known in these parts.
"You refer to Young Wild West, I suppose?"
ther trail, from here to Pine Gulch, which is a little minin'
"Yes; that's ther boy I mean. Are yer acquainted with
camp. Sometimes they make hold-ups within a mile or two
of ther town, an' then in a day or two we hear from 'em at him?"
"Slightly," and the dandy cowboy forced a smile.
ther other end of ther trail. They ain't got no particular
"Oh, we are pretty well acquainted, sheriff," Wild spoke ,
ter
liable
they're
that
seems
It
place where they operate.
show up anywheTe alol)g ther trail. They've cleaned out up. "We met out in £rout of the hotel here a·few minutes
travelers an' roLhecl the stage coach three times since ago. Mr. Leonard invited me out there so he might fill me
they've been at work, takin' in all about twenty thousand with lead. But he didn't do it, just the same."
"What's that?" and the sheriff evinced great surprise.
dollars. I've do11!:! 111y best ter hunt 'em down, but it seems
~' Oh, it's nothing, sheriff," Leonard declared, shaking
that )3lack Bill is so smart that no one can't git at him.
head. "I triet to bluff the boy, and it wouldn't work.
his
my
of
out
it
pay
I'll
I'm offerin' this reward myself, an'
own pock.et it Black Bill is brought ter me. It don't make He gave an exhibition of some of his fancy shooting. I
no difference if he's riddled with bullets when I git him, so have the marks here."
He showed his hand and wrist, where Wild's bullets had
long as I know for a fact that it's him."
"WeU, sheriff, I don't ca.re very much about the five hun- grazed them, and acted as though it was merely a comrriondred dollars reward, but I will take great pleasure in help- place thing that had occurred.
ing you hunt clown this gang of road agents. It's just our ' Having done thi , Leonard went on talking to his three
hobby to get after such villains, and if we don't catch Black friends at the table, so the sheriff, who was very anxious
Bill inside of two or three days it will be mighty funny." to learn all about it, turned to our hero and said:
"What was the trouble between you and Bart Leonard?"
"Well, if yer do I've got ther five hundred dollars waitin'
.I Wild was not long in telling him all about it, speaking
for you."

wide his eyes and looking at our hero in surprise.- "Young
Wild West?"
"Yes, that's what I said, sheriff.. ·Young Wild West, let
me make yer acquainted with Sheriff Thompson, one or
ther whitest men in ther whole county."
"Very glad to meet you, sheriff,". Wild said, as he shook
hands with the man. "So you are the sheriff of the county,
are you?"
"Yes, that's what I am. An' you're Young Wild West,
ther Champion Deadshot, ther boy I've heard so much
about but never had ther chance ter me~t afore, are your''
"Well, that happens to be my name, sheriff."
"Well, I reckon you couldn't have dropped around these
here parts in any better time. I've heard how you have
helped run down road agents, an' other bands of outlaws.
' Maybe you kin be of some assistance to me."
"I certainly will help you all I can, for I take pleasure
in doing things 0£ that eort."
"Well, I come in here for ther express purpose of putting
up a placard, which contains an offer of a reward for ther
capture, dead or alive, of Black Bill, ther- leader of a band
of road agents that's operatin' on ther trail from here to
Pine Gulch, which is jest about forty-three miles to ther
southwest."
"A reward, eh?" and the boy looked interested, while
Charlie and Jim stepped up to look at the placard, which
the sheriff quickly unrolled.
"Yes, here she is."
They then read the following:

'

.
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loud enough for every one in the pla·ce to hear, including
"Hold on, strangers," said Wild, stepping directly bethe four at the table.
fore them. "I believe you are after this Chinaman, but
"Well, I declare!" and the sheriff shook his head as just go a little easy about it,
will you?"
though he could not quite understand why the dandy cow"Git out of ther way, you kid," one of them retorted,
boy should act in such an insulting way, especially to ladies anp-rily. "That heathen has
got our money, an' if he don't
be had never met before.
shell out inside of half a minu,te he'll git riddled with bul"Let's have a drink, Davy," he said, turning to the pro- lets, that's all."
prietor. "Funny things is happenin' all ther time. If
"Oh, I reckon you wouldn't shoot him, would you?"
any one had told me that Bart had done a thing like that
"Git ont of ther way I" the other spoke up. "If you
I would liaYe felt like callin' him a liar. But I k,now it stand before ther heathen,
you'll be apt t~r git shot yourmust be so, or he would sartinly deny it."
self, kid."
_
He looked sharply at the defeated dandy as he spoke,
Then they pushed their way forward and tried to shove
but the villain merely hung his head a_n d remained silent. the boy out of the way.
The crowd numbered ·probably fifteen men, and all burAs quick as a flash Wild struck out with both hands and
ried to the bar to accept the sheriff's invitation, with the sent the two revolvers to the
floor.
exception of the four at the table.
"Now then," said he, jumping back quickly and pulling
Thompson looked at Young Wild West and smiled when his own gun, "if you lay hands
on that Chinaman I'll shoot
he noticed this.
' you."
"Bart an' his pards is sore on yer, I reckon," he obThe two curd sharps acted as though they were dumserved, in a low tone of voice.
founded .
"I guess so," was the reply. "Well, it makes no ·differ- · They glared at the boy who
had so cleverly disarmed
ence to me. If they look for satisfaction I reckon they'll th~m in anger and dismay.
get all they want."
. Suddenly one of them caught sight of the four rascals
As the clerk put out a couple of bottles and several sitting at the table, and he promptly
called out:
glasses on the bar, a Chinaman came running into the room . "What does this mean, boys?
Is it a joke, or is it ther
HS though he
in very much Of a hurry.
real thing?"
'' Hip hi! Hoolay !" he called out, swinging his hat over
"I reckon you'll find out that it's mighty real," Young
his head. "Me allee samee just in timee. Me takee lillee Wild West retorted, before
any one else could make an antanglefoot. Hoolay for Young Wild West! Hoolay for swer. "Now then, just sit
down and tell your story. I£
cvclybody ! Me allee samee Hop Wah; comee flom China; the Chinaman has robbed you
you shall certainly have your
yelly smartee · Chinee. Allee samee Melican sportee. money back. But if he won
it from you while you were
Hoolay, hoolay !"
trying to cheat him, he shall keep it."
Then he began dancing at a lively pace on the bar-room
floor.
A burst of laughter went up from nearly every one in the
room, for the Chinaman certainly appeared to be a very
CHAPTE R III.
cmnical fellow, indeed.
"Stop your foolin', you yaller galoot," Cheyenne Charlie
WILD SETTLES THE DISPUTE.
called out, sharply. "Don't yer think that you're goin' ter
have a big time in here all at once. You act as though
It was evident that the two men did not like the looks of
you was ther star performer in a big show, but yer ain't." the revolver that showed itself
before them, for they de"Lat allee light, Misier Charlie. You takee it velly easy ci<letl to do as the boy said, and
they picked up chairs and
now. JHe allee light. Me wantee lillee dlop of tanglefoot." went over to the table where
Bart Leonard and his com" Hop," said Wild, sternly, "I reckon you act as though panions were sitting.
you have already had too much whisky. Where have you
Then they began talking in low tones, while our hero
been for the last hour or two, anyhow?"
and his partners kept a sharp watch upon them.
"Me play pokee in um saloon uppee um stleet, Misler
"Say, Young Wild West," said Shf!·iff Thompson, sudWild .. Me havee velly goodee luckee, too, so be. Me takee denly, "why don't yer let
ther heathen tell his story? I
fivee bundled· dollee flom two velly smartee card sharps. happen ter know ther two
men what accuses him, an'
Pletty soonee ley comee here to lickee me. Me bully uppee they're mighty expert card
players, I kin tell yer. If he
and lun velly muchee fastee."
could git ther best of them, be must . b.e a regular sunCheyenne Charlie's manner instantly changed.
downer."
"A couple of card sharps is comin' here ter lick yer, are· "Well, sheriff, Hop can surely
get the best of any one who
they?" he exclaimed, his eyes fl.ashing as he turned toward tackles him at draw poker,"
Wild answered, in his cool
the door. "Well, jest let 'em come. I reckon they'll have and easy way. "I haven't the
least doubt that these fellows
ter lick me, too."
tried to fleece him, but. they could not do that if they tried
'l'he words were scarcely out of his mouth when two men a week. Hop is altogether
too clever for them. That
came hurrying in, acting as though they were very much Chinaman you see standing
there looking so innocent is an
angered about something.
exception to the general run of his race. He is not only a
'l'hey each held a revolver, too, and when they spotted the very clever card sharp, but
he is ·gifted with the art of
Chinaman standing close to Young Wild West, they made magic, or sleight-of-hand,
and the tricks he can perform
a rush for him.
· when he takes a notion to are as mystifying as they are
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funny. I doubt if there is another Chinaman in the whole
United States who is anything like Hop in this respect. I
know him so well that I understand this case almost as well
as if I had been present when the game wa s in prqgress.
'T'hose two fellows picked him up for an innocent, and . I
suppose he let them know he had quite a pile of money.
Then they proceeded to fix the cards so they could win it
from him. But they made a mistake when they tackled
him. The Chinaman says he won five hundred dollars from
them, and I don t doubt it in the least, for Hop is not
given to lying in such matters. Now then, Hop, just step
out here and tell how it happened."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the reply, and then all
eyes were turned upon the Chinaman. "Me go to um saloon and tellee um bartender me allee samee likee play
dlaw pokee. Len um two Melican sports comee uppee and
· askee me if me gottee some money. Me say me havee allee
samee plenty, and me showee my money. Let ley wantee
play light away, so me play. Pletty soonee, when one man
dealee um cards, he givee um other man thlee cards, which
he puttee under um table. Me watchee, and when me bettee twenty dollee, um man takee um thlee cards fl.om under
um table and puttee thlee more backee. Len he havee four
aces. He takee um pot, but me no care for lat. Pletty
soonee me· dealee um cards. Len me :fixee evelythling allee
light. One man havee four jackee, an·d um other havee
four kings. Me havee four lillee aces. Ley bettee velly
muchee, and pletty soonee me takee um pot and makee fivee
hundled dollee. Len ley gittee velly muchee mad, and
wantee shootee me. Me lun velly fastee and come light
here. It velly tlue, Misler Wild. Me no tellee lie. Um
Melican sports velly muchee cbeatee. Ley no goodee. Me
no likee."
"Gentlemen," said the young aeadshot, fla shing a glance
at those present, "I believe that what the Chinaman has
just told you is the truth. Now then, the sheriff has ·said
that these two men are card sharps. Does any one else
know that to be the case?" ·
"I reckon there ain't no one around there as knows 'em
who care.s abo~1t playin' poker with 'em," a miner spoke up,
boldl y, at the same time looking defiantly at those sitting
at the table.
"All right, that is enough, I reckon. But just to settle
the question in the easiest way, the Chinaman shall give
them the money he won from them. Hop, go over there
and pony up."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and Hop smiled blandly as
he walked over to the table and proceeded to count out the
exact amount he had won from them.
When be had done so be dropped the money on the table,
and with a low bow, said:
"Lere, Misler Melican Mans! Now you gottee your
money backee. Evelythling allee light."
"Gentlemen, I wouldn't take that money if I were you,"
Bal't Leonard spoke up. "It seems to be the general opinion that you were cheating the Chinaman, and that he
got the best of you. That being the case, you should be
satisfied to lose."
"We didn't cheat him, Bart," one of them declared.
"We'll take ther money, of course. He done all ther cheatin'. We didn't.have a chance ter cheat."
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"Well, do as you like about it. I only offered the suggestion, that's all."
"Well, Leonard," Wild called out, his eyes flashing, "it
would have made no difference whether they had acted
on your suggestion or not. I told the Chinama,n to give
them their money, and you can bet that they would haYc
taken it whether they wanted to or not. I would have
made them take it."
"Is this kid runnin' things here, Bart?" one of the gamblers asked, turning to the cowboy dandy.
"It seems so," was the reply.
"Well, that's what I call mighty funny. I didn't think
you would allow anything like this."
"Sometimes we have to allow certain things, whether we
like them or not," was the reply.
.Wild laughed at this remark.
"Why don't you show them the marks on your thumb
and wrist?" he said, tauntingly. "Tell them how you got
them, too. Then perhaps they will want to take it up for
you. I reckon I am just about in trim for a little more
shooting, so the quicker some one takes your part the better
·r will like it."
"I don't need any one to take my part, Young Wild
West," Leonard retorted. "If I am not capable to do it
myself, I always take my medicine: I think J acted s'luarely with you. You got the best of me, and I submittcu
gracefully."
Again Wilcl laughed.
"You might call it gracefully," he retorted, "but I dou 't.
You are a big bluffer, and that's all there is about it. You
· can't shoot fast enough to keep a wild coyote at bav. The
next time you try conclusions with me you will get· a littl e
more than you got when we were out in the street a fc11·
minutes ago. I know you ':ill. be looking for satisfnction,
fo~· I ha~e o~t~n met such villa~ns as you. I never make a
mistake m s1Z1ng up a man, either. What I told you on
-the porch I repeat now. You arc a clever scoundrel. You
are no good, in fact, and those sitting at the table with you
are the same sort. Now then, how do you like that?"
The men shi£ted their feet uneasily, and looked at each
other, but .no one ventured to make a reply.
Satisfied that he had completely cowed them, and that
he need not expect anything from them so long as he kept
an eye on them, Wild turned to the sheriff and began asking about the band of road agents he was so anxious to caphue.
But all the time he had his eyes on the group around
the table.
It was hardly necessary for him to do this, however, for
Charlie and Jim knew their business pretty well.
"So Bart Leonard is one of your deputies, eh, sheriff?"
the boy asked, coolly.
"Yes, an' J reckon he's a putty good one, too. I've
always known him to be a putty good hustler."
"Well, I may be mistaken, but I don't believe he would
try to arrest any of the road agents if he had the chance."
"I don't know about that," and the sheriff shrugged his
shoulders.
"Well, I don't know for certain, either, but that's what I
think. Anyhow, we'll help you run clown Black Bill and
his gang. If we don't come pretty near getting them before forty-eight -~ou_rs_ have elapsed, I'll miss my guess."
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"I hope it turns out that way, Young Wild West. The I trail, and that means that some of them must
be pretty well
five hundred dollars reward is yours as soon as yer deliver acquainted at each end of it, so they can
learn just when
Black Bill to me, dead or alive."
it's worth while to hold up the stage coach."
·
"Well, I don't care so much about the five hundred dol"Well, that is a pretty good theory you have. I never
lars. But we'll take it, if we succeed in getting him. We'll thought of that before."
start right in to-morrow morning to look for him."
"Well, if it is worth anything to you, you are entirely
"Good!" exclaimed the sheriff.
welcome to it. I am going to work on those lines, and if
Then Bart Leonard arose from the table, and stepping I don't get sight of Black Bill
before to-morrow night I
toward them, said :
will almost be willing to give it up as a bad job."
"Young Wild West, you are mistaken as to what kind
The face of the cowboy dandy was very smiling now_
of a man I am, but I am willing to let it drop. You say
He seemed to feel better than he had at any time since
you are going to capture Black Bill inside of forty-eight he had the disagreement
with the young deadsbot.
hours. Now then, I want to tell you that I am going to
He even tried to get on more friendly terms, but this
try anq do that very thing myself. Just because we have Wild would not permit.
had a disagreement don't say that we can't work together
in this thing."
"Oh, yes, it does. We don't need anyone to help us. My
CHAPTE R IV.
two partners and perhaps our clever Chinee and the girls
might help us out, but we don't need any assistance from
HOP WAR'S CLEVERNES S.
yot1 whatever. If you are going to hunt down the road
agents go ahead and do so, and take as many with you as
While the conversation between Wild and Leonard was
you like."
taking place the sheriff was getting acquainted with the
"Well, that's what I mean," the villain declared. "I clever Chinee.
_
don't mean that we should join in the search. What I
He was talking ,and laughing with him at the bar, and
should have said is _that there was no reason why I shouldn't when our hero and his partners joined
them, Thompson
take part in the search, too, I want to beat you out, if I nodded to them and said:
can, not so much for the reward, but just to show you that
"I reckon what you said about this heathen is just about
I am not th_e sort of man you think I am."
right, Young Wild West. I've been talkin' to him a whole
"Well, I am sure I have no objections to your searching lot, and blamed if he ain't got an answer
for everything I
for Black Bill and his gang. Why should I have? Go say. He seems to be an awful bluffer,
though, 'cause he's
ahead. The more the merrier, as the saying goes. If you all ther time tellin' me what a smart
heathen he is."
beat us out I'll give you all the credit that is due you. · "That's his worst failin', sheriff,"
Che.yenne Charlie
Does that suit you, Mr. Leonard?"
spoke up. "Ther yaller heathen ain't satisfied ter let peo"Perfectly ," was 'the teply. "But one thing more, Young ple find out how smart he is, but he has
ter keep tellin' himWild West_ If I manage to convinqe you that I am ~eally self all ther time. But blamed if
he ain't smart, though,
sorry for having been too fresh with the ladies belonging jest ther same."
to your party, will you drop the animosity you have shown
"Well, I jest asked him to show me some of his smarttoward me?"
ness, an' he says he will, too."
·
"I certainly will. When you convince me of that I will
"Me showee you, Misler Sheliff," Hop spoke up, s.miling
shake hands with you and apologize."
blandly. "Whattee timee you gottee ?"
"Ah I it makes me feel good to hear you say lhat. I am
He pointed to the pocket where the sheriff had his watch
well satisfied that )'Ou are a boy of your word, and I am as he said this.
going to prove to you that I am one who sticks to his word,
The time-piece was instantly brought forth, and Thomptoo."
.
son quickly answered:
"All right, Leonard. Let it go at that. You can strike
"It's jest two minutes of three."
out after the road agents as soon as you like, but I think
"Lat velly nicee watchee you gottee, so be."
we will wait until to-morrow morning. -Since we are not
"Yes, I reckon it is. That cost two hundred dollars in
acquainted with this part of the country very much, we gold.n
won't bother to do any hunting in the dark. We want day"Me likee lookee at um watchee."
light for it. I have an idea that we won't have to go very
"Well, I don't know as I'm afraid ter let yer look at it.
far along the trail before we'll meet Black Bill and his Here ver are," and the sheriff unhooked
the chain and
gang. 'l'hey might be on the watch for us, you know."
passed" the time-piece to him.
'
"They might be, if they happen to hear that you are
Hop weighed it carefully in his hand, and then gave a
after them," and Leonard smiled.
nod of satisfaction.
"Well, I haven't the least doubt but that they will hear
"Lat velly nicee watchee, so be."
all about it before to-monow morning."
·
'l'hen he suddenly pulled from his pocket the big yellow
"What makes you think that way?"
silk handkerchief he carried to assist him in the illusions
"Well, I have had quite a little experience in such busi- he performed_
ness, even though I am very young yet. I have always
As he began to wrap the watch into the handkerchief the
found it to be that such .gangs generally have a spy hang- sheriff reached out and said:
ing around to l1ear what's going on at both eucls of the
"I-Iola on. None of your tricks with my watch. Young
route. The road agents operate at all 'points along the Wild West says you're a magician, but I don't ,vant
yer to
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.fool with that t~e-piece of mine. I think too much of it
for that."
"Allee light, Misler Sheliff," and Hop handed him the
handkerchief. "You takee um watchee outtee and puttee
in y&ur pockee."
Thompson unfolded the handkerchief, but instead of
finding his own watch he saw an old brass time-piece that
had no doubt long been out of order.
It was almost the size of his own, but oh ! the difference.
"What's this?" he cried in dismay, as he picked up the
watch and held it so all hands could see it.
"Me no undelstandee," declared Hop, shaking his head.
"Lat velly stlange. Me thlinkee lat um watchee allee samee
gold. Lat watchee allee samee blass."
"Well, that's all right, Hop Wah," and the sheriff forced
a laugh. "You're playing a trick on me, of course. But
jest give me back my own watch. Yer might let it drop or
somethin', yer know."
"Me no gottee you watchee."
"Didn't I give it to you a minute ago, an' didn't I see
yer start to wrap it up in this handkerchief?"
"Velly stlange," declared Hop, shaking his head as
though he was very much puzzled.
"Well, if Young Wild West hadn't told me you was a
magician, I might think it was sorter strange myself, but I
know that you're jest playin' a trick on me, that's all. But
say! I want my watch back. Now go ahead an' give it to
me, an' I'll treat ther house."
"Maybe me makee um blass watchee allee samee turnee
into um gold watchee, so be."
"Maybe yer kin. Go ahead an' do it right away, will
yer ?"
"Allee light, roe tly."
Then Hop held up _the brass time-piece so that everyone
might get a good look at it, after which he proceeded to
carefully wrap the silk handkerchief about it.
He let it drop to the floor before he had finished doing
this, and a laugh was the result.
When he had nearly :finished wrapping it he let it drop
again, and then be shook his head sadly.
"Me velly solly, Misler Sheliff. If lat you watchee, it
allee samee bleakee velly muchee bad."
"Go ahead and give me my watch," protested ·the
sheriff, who was getting more uneasy every minute.
"Allee light."
Then Hop went through the performance of rewrapping
the watch.
When he had :finished he handed it to Thompson and
said:
"Now len, you gottee you watchee. Me velly rouchee
'bligee, so be."
The sheriff unwrapped the handkerchief, fully convinced
that he was to find his watch'. safe and sound.
But instead he brought to light a flat, round stone that
was almost the size of a watch.
"Fooled again !'1 be exclaimed, and the crowd laughed,
for they were all much am.used now, especially when they
saw that the sheriff was somewhat nettled as well as surprised.
"Lat velly stlange," declared Hop, as be looked around
over the floor, as though he expected to find the sheriff's
watch lying there. "Me no undelstandee."
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"See, here, heathen!" Thompson said, sharply, "I've
stood enough of this foolin'. Go ahead an' give me my
watch. I told yer that I thought an awful lot of it, an' I
don't like this blamed foolin'. Give me ther watch, an' I'll
treat ther house."
"Misler Sheliff, you roust havee y<i>u watchee in you
pockee. Me no gottee."
Thompson was wearing a coat of a very light material.
There was a pocket at either side.
From one a big bandana handkerchief was exposed, while
the other had contained nothing when he entered.
He felt in the pocket of his trousers where he had kept
tfre watch, but fo1md it was not there.
Then he slipped his hands into his coat pockets.
As he did this an expression of amazement came over his
face, wbi<;:h quickly fumed to one of joy.
"Here she is, sure enough!" he exclaimed, as he pulled
out the watch. "I 'don't know how yer ever got it there,
Hop, but yer sartinly did. She's all right," and he held the
time-piece to his ear and heard it ticking. "Come on,
boys. Everybody has got ter drink. Ther heathen has sartinly showed me how smart he was."
All hands came up, even to Leonard this time, and the
sheriff paid the bill good-naturedly.
"You sartinly had me' a little rattled, Hop," Thoropso11declared, a few minutes later. "I reckon I won't never let •
anyone have my watch again. But jest for ther fun of it~
show us another trick. Take somebody else's watch this
time; though."
"Me no wantee watchee, Misler Sheliff," the Chinaman
answered, with a grin. "Me showee you velly nicee lille~
tlick."
"You will show me a nice little trick, eh?"
"Lat light. · You knowee whattee um packee cards is?"
"Well, I sorter reckon I do," and the sheriff laughed at
such a question being put to him.
"You play dlaw pokee?"
"I have done a whole lot of it in my time, Hop."
"You play with um card sharps?"
"Yes, I've done that ter my sorrer, though I always did
consider that I was a putty good one at ther great and only
American game."
· "You see lis packee cards?" and Hop seemed to take
from his mouth a deck that looked as though it was nearly
new.
"Yes, I see it. Where did yer git them cards from?
Did yer have 'em in your mouth ?n
"Lat light. Me havee plenty cards in my stomach, so be.
When me wantee play roe open my mouth and takee outtee.
Me velly smartee Chinee."
.
"Well, don't tell me that; I'Jmow that's a fact now."
"Allee light. You takee um cards and see if um all
lere."
The sheriff did as directed.
He looked at the cards and counted them at the same
time, and pronounced the pack to be all right.
"Now len, you watchee me. Me deal€e you um velly
goodee hand, so be."
Hop shuffled the cards quickly, all the while keeping his
eyes on those of the sheriff.
When he· had them about right he moved liis hands
a little slower, and though no one seemed to know that he
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was looking at the bottom of the deck as he did this, be
was certainly watching every carcl that passed in the
~huffie.
When lie had finished he laid the pack on the bar before
the sheriff, and said:
"Now len, you cuttee you cards."
"All right, H~p. H ere she goes," and the sheriff did so.
The Chinaman smiled blandly, and then proceeded to
deal out a hand for the sheriff and one for himself.
When the ten cards had been placed upon the bar the
sheriff picked up the fi ve that belonged to him ancl looketl
·them over.
"That's a putty good hand, Hop," he declared, with a
laugh. "I've got three aces an' a pair of kings."
"Lat velly goodee hand, SQ be. J\Ie see whattee me got~
•
'
tee."
Then he laid down his hand, showing that he had four
deuces.
"That beats ine !" Thompson exclaimed. "Did yer know
what cards you was givin' me when yer dealt ?"
"Me knowee allee timee, Misler Sheliff."
"Well, s'pose I deal now?"
"Allee light. You showee me lillee tlick."
"Well, I kn ow a couple of tricks with cards, but I'll have
ter make it so as we draw cards. You may git a couple of
aces, so you'll draw three cards, see?"
"Me undelstand."
"An' I may only git one ace, an' I'll draw four cards."
"Lat light. Go on, Misler Sheliff."
Hop knew what he was going to do almost as well as if he
was doing it himself.
He simply smiled, however, and when the sheriff had
shuffled the pack thoroughly he made the cut.
Then the cards were dealt, showing plainly that Thompson was not a stranger at that sort of business.
Hop picked up his hand and found that he had a pair of
aces.
The other three cards amounted to nothing.
"Well, how many cards do yer want, Hop?"
The Chinaman looked at the ceiling in a thoughtful way
for a moment, and then said:
"Me take fivee, so be."
~ " What!" and Thompson looked at him in surprise.
'l'hen he added : ·
"Maybe I might have made a little mistake. It's only
natural that we all make mistakes sometimes. Well, here's
your five cards," and he dealt them out to him.
Hop grinned when he found three kings in those he
drew.
"Now let me see," said the slieriff,' musingly. "How
many cards do I wa.n t ?"
He picked up his hand, and after thinking for a while,
he said:
"Well, I reckon I had better take five, too. I'm sorter
mixed up in this·game, Hop."
He drew five cards, and when he found he did not have
even a pair he turned them over in a disgusted way.
"What have you got?" he asked.
"Me gottee thlee kings, so be, Mi£ler Sheliff." ·
"Well, I thought I had 'em fixed so I could hold a king
an' draw them three kings myself, but you sorter mixed m~
up when you called for five cards."
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"LRt allee 1ight. Me knowee whattee you wantee do, so
be. Me velly smartee Chinee. If me takee thlee cards me
allee samee gittee um ace. Len me havee thlee aces. Len
:vou takee four cards, and you allee samee gittee thlee
kings. Let you havee four kings. Lat allee light, Misler
Sheliff."
"Well, by thunder!" exclaimed Thompson, turning to
the crowd of grinning miners. "That heathen beat me at
my own game, didn't he?"
"He rnrtinly did," one of the spectators answered.
Hop picked up the cards, and, unobserved, slipped one
of them into the sheriff's pocket, which was very close to
him at the time.
rr11 en he suddenly slipped the queen of hea:i;ts irom the
pack, and holdin g it up so everyone might see it, be exclaimed:
• "Evelybody watchee."
All eyes were turned upon the card, and satisfied that
no one would make a mistake as to what it was, Hop pro·ceeded to tear it into sma11 bits, keeping the pieces in the
palm of his hand.
Then he drew from under his loose-fitting blouse the big,
old-fashioned six-shooter that he always carried.
Again telling th em to watch him carefully, he stuffed
the torn pieces of the card into the muzzle, and when the
last piece was in he pressed t hem down with a long pencil
he found somewhere on his person.
Stepping back toward the center of the room he pointed
the muzzle of th e weapon toward the floor and pulled the
t rigger . .
Bang!
There was a loud report, and as the smoke cleared the
Chinaman stepped forward and touched th e sheriff on the
arm.
"Misler Sheliff," said he, calmly, " me allee samee shoo tee
um queen of hearts in you pockec. You lookee and you
findee velly muchee qui ckee. "
"Shot ther card in my pocket, did yer? Well, I reckon
yer didn't, Hop. If you had done that I would sartinly
have felt it."
"You lookee."
"All right, I will."
Thompson .was not long in going through Ins pockets,
a.nd when he drew forth a card and found it to be the
queen of hearts, he shook his head and exclaimed:
"Well, that beats all. Here she is, sure enough. Hop,
I don't wonder you cleaned them two sharps out of five
hundred dollars. Why, I wouldn't no more set in a game
of draw poker with you than I would hang myself. Ha, ha,
ha!"
The sheriff was a good-natured man, anyhow, and Hop's
cleverness appealed to him greatly.
"Lat velly goodee tlick, so b-e, Misler Sheliff," Hop observed, blandly. "Now len, me showee you somethling
more, so be. Me havee go outtee um minute."
He left the hotel bar-room by the rear way, and in a
minute or two returned with a tomato can that was filled
with dirt.
This he placed upon the bar, so everyone might see it
plainly.
"Now len," said he, nodding to .all hands, "evelybody
watchee, and me makee um lillee tlee glow velly muchee
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quickee. Me plant um seed, and in two, thlee minutes it
glow."
Producing a seed which looked very much like a grain of
wheat, he invited the spectators to observe it carefully.
Some of them took the trouble to take it in their fingers,
and when it was at length returned to the Chinaman he
bowed and smiled in his bland way, and then thrust it into
the can of dirt, covering it carefully, as though much depended upon that part of it.
"Um seed glow light away," he declared, as he drew
forth his reliable silk handkerchief. "Me covee uppee
lillec while, and let um lillee tlee glow flom um dirt."
The handkerchief was carefully arranged over the can,
so it took the form of a cornucopia.
It being of silk, it was easy to make it remain in any
position the Chinaman wished.
Stepping back a short distance from the bar, ·the Chinaman held up his hand as though he wanted silence.
· Then he said, in a whisper:
"Evelybody watchee !"
The words had scarcely left his lips when the handkerchief moved slightly, and began bulging out at one side.
"U~ tlee glow allee light," Hop declared, as though
much pleased at the progress he was making.
He waited for fully two minutes, and then clapping his
hands suddenly, he cried:
"Now len, MiE1ler Sheli:ff, you takee uppee um handkelchief.
·
Thompson did so unhesitatingly, and greatly to his
amusement there was a green-leavtd plant apparently
growing from the dirt in the can to a height of probably six
inches.
Of course this was astonishing to the majority of the
spectators, and those who had been inclined to be disgusted with the Chinaman at the start now regarded him
as something far above the ordinary run of human beings.
"Well, Hop," said the sheriff, shaking the Chinaman by
the hand, · " that sartinly is a great feat of magic. Now
then, you planted a seed an' made that little tree, a:s you
call it, grow up in about two minutes, didn't yer ?"
"Lat light," admitted the clever Chinee.
"Well, if you could do that much, you kin sartinly make
ther tree go back into ther seed again. If yer do that I'll
consider that you're ther greatest thing alive."
"Lat velly easy, Misler Sheliff. You watchee."
Then the Chinaman waved the handkerchief over his
lrnad two or three times, and quickly let it drop over the
can of dirt.
He appeared to be arranging it carefully, and every eye
was turned upon him as he did so.
But watch them as they might, no one could see that he
dicl anything in 't he way of r,emoving the green-leaved
branch.
But when he had :finished his arrangements and stepped
back, the handkerchief dropped slightly at the top.
"Um lillee tlee allee samee gone now," Hop declared,
clapping his hands. "Misler Sheliff, takee uppee um handkelchief."
Thompson did so, this time rather carnfully.
T]ie green branch harl vanished, and there was nothing
to be seen but the dirt as it had been when Hop had first
planted the tiny seed.
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The sheriff dug into the dirt, and soon found the grain.
"Here she is, boys," he said, placing it in the palm of his
hand. "Hop sartinly done what I told him ter do. I
reckon us fellers hadn't oughfer fool with sich a smart
Chinee as he is.. I don't know what you two sharps was
thinkin' about when yer set down in a game of poker with
I've seen lots of magic done in my time, but I neYcr
seen anything like this afore. Davy, jest see what th cr
boys will have. I reckon ·it's my turn ter treat again. '' ,

rim.
I

CHAPTER V.
OUR FRIENDS HIT THE TR.AIL.

After the sheriff had treated all hands, Young Wild
West and his partners went out upon the porch and founJ
the girls still there.
While they had been somewhat anxious when the young
deadshot stepped out into the street to fight it out with
guns with the man who had been so insulting, none of
them had feared the outcome.
·
They had the utmost confidence in Wild, for they well
knew his skill and coolness could not be surpassed.
"Well, Et," said our hero, as he took a seat beside his
sweetheart, "I reckon we'll keep you company for a: while
now. Things are pretty quiet around here again ."
"I saw everything that happened, Wild," the girl an°
swered. "It didn't take me but a few seconds to satisfy
myself that the man was bluffing. He was really afraid of
you. When he walked out there and pulled his gun his
face was very pale. No doubt he felt that he was pretty
close to death at the time. But I am glad you settled it
without harming him much.''
"Oh, the two scratches he got won't amount to anythin g,
but I reckon I'll hear from him again, Et. That fellow is
a pretty cool hand, after all. He has got a good set of
brains, too, and he will be working them for all they are
worth. He seems to be quite a favorite around here, and
almost every one knows him. But that's all right. Probably
they have never had occasion to look into his past life, or
what his private doings of the present are. The truth is
that I have my suspieions that he is a clever thief, and that
he really makes his living that way."
·
"A thief, Wild?'' and the girl looked at him in surprise.
"Yes. We just learned a little while ago that there is a
band of road agents located somewhere between here and
the mining camp called Pine Gulch. The sheriff has offered five hundred dollars reward for their leader, who is
called Black Bill, and we are going to undertake the job of
earning the reward."
·
"That is not much of a reward to risk your life for,"
spoke up the scout's wife, with a smile.
"0£ course not, Anna," the young deadshot answered,
quickly. "But it is not the reward that we are after, you
know. We are after the excitement of the thing. At the
same time, if we succeed, we will be doing the honest people of this section a good turn."
"Yes, I know. I didn't think. for an instant that you
were simply going to undertake the task of running down
a barnl of road agents for the reward."
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"But we'll take ther risk, jest ther same, gal," said Char- Ithat ther mail must be got through on time. Ther Govlie, with a grin. "Five hundred dollars divided between ernment is very strict in sich things, yer know, an' I'm
ther three of us will make a lil-tle spendin' money, any- afraid if anything should happen right at ther start our
company would lose ther contract of carryin' ther mail.
how."
Then Wild told the girls all about what had happened in Of course, it don't amount to sich an awful lot, but it helps
along nicely to pay ther expenses. With what we git by cari
the bar-room of the hotel.
By the way he talked it was easy for Lhem to guess that ryin' ther mail, an' ther passengers we take back an' forth,
he suspected Bart Leonard as- being directly connected with ther route will pay good. Pine Gulch is boomin' a whole
lot, an' after we have carried out our contract with ther
the band of road agents.
But no one made a remark to that effect, and after a Government for six months, which is ther time set for it,
most likely we'll git more money, ' cause there'll be more
while the conversation turned to other topics. ·
.As the afternoon passed, J im Dart suggested that they mail to carry. Now then, I'd like ter have you foller along
behind ther stage coach when it starts out to-morrow
fake a walk about the town before supper.
This was pleasing to all hands, so they were not long in morn.in' with ther first mail-bag ter go over ter Pine Gulch.
You sa.id you was goin' ter run down ther road agents, so
getting reacly to sallJ' fo rth from the hotel.
There was quite a little to be seen, for Las Vegas was I think you might have a putty good chance of seein' some
certainly a hustling sort of place, and they spent their time of 'em if you went along close to ther stage coach. Ther
chances are they'll hear about ther mail goin' over for ther
walking and standing about until six o'clock came.
Then they made their way back to the hotel, and found first time, an' it'll jest tickle 'em a whole lot if they git
hold of ther outfit an' stop ther mail from beiI?-' delivered.
they were j ust in time for supper.
"I won der what that blamed heathen has been up to all I don't know this for a fact, but it sorter strikes me that
this time," Cheyenne !Jharlie observed, as he was washing way."
"So the first mail-bag is to be taken over to-morrowhimself preparatory to going into the dining-room.
Wild said : "Hop is bound to have his way. His good morning, eh, sheriff?"
"Yes, that's right. That's ther instructions I received
points more than offset his bad ones, so we will have to let
him do about as he pleases, unless he happens to go too far. when ther mail come in to ther pos~-office here about half
I hardly think he has played any more draw }Joker, since an hour ago. They've got a brand-new mail-bag at ther
now every one around knows pretty well that he would be a post-office, an' it's marked 'Pine Gulch,' already for busibad one to tackle. If he has been di·inking a little too ness."
"All right, sheriff. We will endeavor to see that the mail
much I will give him a lecture, but that's all the good it
.
gets to Pine Gulch. o~ time."
will do, I suppose."
"I ~owed yer would say that, Young Wild West. You're
After eating their supper our friend s sat on the porch
all right, my boy. You're goin' ter try ter keep up your
a while and watched the setting sun.
Then it grew a. little chilly, for it was in the early spring, reputation, so I think it's a safe bet that ther mail will git
through on time."
and th e girls went into the house.
Wh at the sheriff said to him interested our hero not ll,
Wild and his partn ers made their way to the barroom,
since that was about the only place they could find to inter- little.
But he was satisfied that the suggestion to follow the
est them.
All sor ts of characters gathered there, and the news of stage coach was a good one, and he decided upon doing it.
" At what time do you sta.r t in the morning, sheriff?" he
the surrounding country was freely discussed.
In this way they could tell pret ty well what was going on. asked.
" Nine o'clock," was the reply.
There were quite a few of th e frequenters of the resort
"All right; perhaps we will leave a little before that. But
in the bar-room when they went in, but Bart Leonard and
we won't be far away from the stage coach all the way over,
his four friends were not among them.
This our hero and his partners discovered the minute you can.bet on that."
"Well, most likely you'll have plenty of company, 'cause
they took a glance at the faces around them.
Hop was not there, either, but since the landlord had Bart Leonard says he' s goin' ter take four or fiv:e men along
probably sent him around to the kitchen to get his supper ther trail ter look out for things, too. It seems that he
along with Wing, the cook, there was nothing surprising wants ter beat you out in this game. ·He wants ter have
ther honor of ketchin' Black Bill."
in this.
"Well, I hardly think he will ever have the honor,
'11 he sheriff had come in again just before our frien ds
I don't know jnst why, but it strikes me that he
sheriff.
not
had
he
as-if
just
entered, and he gave them a welcome
wouldn't catch the road agent leader if he had the chance."
seen them two or three hours before.
" Well, I don't know about that," and Sheriff Thompson
"I've been all over town tackin' up them placards, Young
Wild West," he said to our hero, as he pointed to the one shrugged his shoulders.
Wild could tell that the man possessed considerable con.he had placed upon the wall of the bar-room. "I put some
on trees, t oo, -so I reckon everybody will have a chance ter fidence in Leonard, and not wishing to say anything more
know what's goin' on. That five hundred dollars in gold is against the rascal he had under suspicion, he dropped the
in th er safe over at ther jail, an' I'm jest waitin' for ther subject.
Our three friend s did not remain in the bar-room very
chance of handin' it to some one. This road agent business
has got to be broke up, an' no mistake. I got a letter since long.
There was a piano at the hotel, and Anna could play
I seen yer last, ,from ther post-office dypartment, an' it says
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quite well, so when they heard the so~nds from it they went robbers on the way, sp you had better load that old pistol
around and joined the girls and a few others of the female of yours and be ready for them."
"Me fixee allee light'. Me gottee plenty colored fire, so
guests of the house in the parlor.
Then it was not long before some of the male guests be. Me makee lillf!e fiteworks and scare um lobbers. Me
velly smartee Chinee."·
gathered there.
Rop did not seem to be the least disturbed at what the
the
so
Anna,
as
well
as
play
One or two others could
deadshot said.young
spent.
was
evening
pleasant
very
a
thal
result was
While he was not much at :fighting, he always managed
Shortly after ten our friends retired, for they had a way
of always getting up early in the morning, and they did .to find a way to get but of trouble when he got in it.
not want to break the rule even though they were stopping I This was no doubt due to his sleight-of-hand ability and
his wonderful clevernees.
at the hotel.
Wing assisted him, and they were not long in loading ·
They had breakfast a little before seven, and when it was
two pack-horses.
the
the
after
look
to
out
went
partners
his
and
over with Wild
Then Wild and his partners saddled the other horses, and
horses and at the same time instruct Hop and Wing to load
the pack-horses, ~ince tliey had decided to ride on over to led them around to the front of the hotel.
The girls were waiting for them, and quite a crowd of
Pine Gulch and hunt fo1· the road agents on the way.
In case the rascally band did not show itself they would loungers were there waiting to see them off.
The sheriff came along just as they were mounting.
make their headquarters at the Gulch for a day, and search
yer goin' so soon, Young Wild West?" he asked.
"Are
there.
remained
girls
the
for them along the trail, while
we are going to take it along easy. The chances
"Yes~
would
they
that
confident
was
West
Wild
But Young
meet Black Bill and his gang before they got to the Gulch. are we will have to camp somewhere to-night, so we'll look
for something in the line of game on the way. We won't
They found the horses all right.
Hop and Wing were there· assisting the. stable ,man in be far from the trail when the stage coach comes along with
the mail, though."
·
cleaning them.
"Well, all right. It's goin' ter leave at nine o'clock
a
in
put
had
who
one
for
Hop looked pretty bright
pretty good night of it, and he grinned broadly when he sharp, or I'll know ther reason why. I'm goin' ter carry
out ther Government contract or bust. That's ther kind of
saw Wild and his partners coming.
a hairpin I am."
"Velly nicee morning, so be," he observed.
"We will do our best to help you, sheriff. I told you
"Yes, Hop. Have you had your breakfast?"
"Yes, Misler Wild. Me havee um bleakfast lillee while yesterday that we would get Black Bill. I have not changed
ago. My foolee blother havee him bleakfast, too, so be." I my mind, so you can expect to have him landed dead or
"Wen, why wouldn't he have his breakfast, too, you I alive at the jail before many hours."
The sheriff took off his hat and led in a cheer as the
yaller coyote?" Charlie asked, quickly.
"Lat allee,light, Misler Charlie. Me say lat so you say party rode away from the hotel and took the trail for Pine
·
somethling, so be. Me velly smartee Chiriee. Me makee Gulch.
you mad velly muchee easy."
"Some of these times you'll make me so blamed mad
that I'll make good ther threat I've made a whole lot of
CHAPTER VI.
times, an' cut off that blamed pigtail of yours."
"Len me go back ·to China, Misler Charlie," and Hop
BLACK BILL MAKES HIS APPEARANCE.
shook his head as though such a thought disturbed him
quite a little.
Probably the biggest crowd that had ever gathered to see
· "Huh!" ancl the scout shrugged his shoulders. "I
stage coach off were on hand that morning when the
the
I'll
anyhow.
China,
to
back
go
ter
want
don't
reckon you
bet if ther truth was known you don't dare ter go back. brarid-new mail-bag containing a qliantity of mail for the
They would hang yer or cut your head off or somethin', if miners over at Pine Gulch was handed to the driver.
Sheriff Thompson was right there in the interests of the
you did. There's no tellin what you done afore you come
and when he saw the postmaster deliver the bag
company,
to ther United States."
of satisfaction.
nod
a
gave
he
go,
me
China,
to
back
"When me gittee Jeddy to go
he said to the driver, "it's for you ter
Jack,"
then,
"Now
lat."
on
mistakee
no
Makee
Charlie.
Misler
"Yes, when yer git ready. But I'll bet you'll never git that mail through on time. You have got a good man
think about gittin' ready, even. This country is good up there with yer ter fight off ther road agents if they
enough for you. You have had more money an' good times happen ter show up' afore yer git to th er Gulch. Ther
since you've heen here than all your ancestors afore yer three passengers you have got inside don't look as though
they would be much on ther fight, but that makes no clifferever had in their lives."
cnce. Young Wild West will be ~oniewhere al'OlJD.d if any"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie."
"Never mind doing so much talking, Hop," spoke up I thing happens. you kin bet, an· then there's Bart Leonard,
our hero. "Go ahead and load the pack-horses. We are one of my deputies. He's got three or four men with him,
an' they're up at ther Gulch, too. It's jest nine o'clock
going to start pretty soon."
now. Good luck to yer. Away yer go!"
"Where we go, Misler Wild?"
4\. cheer went up, and the driver cracked his whip, and
a
"Oh, we are going to take a ride along the trail to
rolled the lumbering old stage coach, which was of
away
some
strike
will
we
Probably
place called Pine Gulch.
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to us," the man called Andy answered, with a shake of his
·head.
"Well, most likely tho road agents wil1 wear masks, so it
will be easy to tell them if they happen to come along," the
second man declared.
They kept on conversing, an <l th e four horses kept the
rickety old vehicle going along with a jolt eYery ~ow and
.
.
.
then.
When about five miles had hecn coYercd the dnver suddenly slackened the speed of the hor~es, and when the three
1
~
They heard what the sheriff said about an expected at- passengers heard him call out "Hello" to some one, beir
tack from road agents, and this made them feel anything heads went out of the window immediately.
But when they saw a man .standing at the roadside, apbut easy.
While they had all read the placard offering the rewarq parently in distress, their minds were easy right away.
"I'm in hard luck," they heard him say; as the stage
for Black Bill, dead or alive, none of them had thought
they would be in any danger 011 the trip over to Pine Gulch coach was brought to a halt. "I was ridin' along here on
' my way te: Pine Gulch when_ my nag stumbled an' chuck.a~
which was their destination.
me over his head. By ther time I got up he was gallopm
.
I t
· a I run aft er h.1m t'll
It seemed that they had fnends there who had wntten to down th er t ra1.1 11.1rn th er wm
go
1
.
them urging them to come out and turn to gold mmmg, tired, but I couldn't ketch ther blamed nag. That sorter
d 't · d · · ,
'f
b d
.
t
them, so they
and the lure of gold had gotten the best of
pu s me m a a way, so 1 you on mm g1vm me a
.
.
.
1
th "
h t 't'
I'll
l
1
G
th
t
lift
m Pennsy vama.
had come all the wav from a little town l'k
pay yer w a 1 s wor .
over o er u c 1,
ld
h
·
· •.
d "G't · ht ·
"tl d ·
t
"S t·
When the shenff said that 1t was not i e1y t ey won
1 ng m.
arm, s ranger, 1e river answere .
th d'd
b
ht h · 1 d'd
f
e simp Y i so ecause _ey 1 There's room inside, unless yer want ter ride up here."
put up much O a fig
k ,,
I
"I'll ·t . not look to be the sort of men who were used to berng atg1 ms1c1!l, rec on.
opened the door for him, and the
p:.ssengers
the
of
One
_
tacked by road agents.
a· h · ht d bm·1a ,
f
h
had been t
But they were all armed, nevertheless, for they
th t s ranger, w o was a man o· me rnm e1g an
tO
. .
.
.
.
th
c~me a wearing a black beard, and dressed after the fashion of ari.
advised by then fnends at e mmmg camp
ordinary miner, stepped in.
.
·
.
.
way.
· dl y way. "I
· a f nen
d ,, h e sa1'd, in
. ,
of
with
Each man was supplied
. large caliber. , "Goo d-mormn, par s,
.
. a revolver
.
h e
I 1 t
I f lt
h
.
. .
Two of them earned then guns m their coat pockets, ,
os my ors .
e w11en
f h W t h d s pose yer 1{lll rmagme ow
.
. . . ,
.
li'ke
,
th'
S
h
1
G
p·
t
'd
It'
a
,
es
e
t
o
while the other, m 1m1tation of the mmers
ome m . fort)'s a 1ong n e over o me u c .
. b
th ree mi·1es -f rom th er t own. "
his in a holster that was attached to his e1t.
"That certainly is a long r_ide," the man called Andy an"We11, boys," said t~e elder of the three, as _the st age
coach rattled along, "it looks as though we might have swered with a smile. "But when it comes to walkin' it I
'
thin,k that is out of the question."
some fighting. to do before we get to our destination/'
thcr
heard
I
afore
Jest
thinkin;.
was
I
what
"That's
antrio
the
of
"That's what it does, Andy," the younger
swered, shaking his head gravely. "From _w~at I have stage coach comin' I made up my mind that I'd hoof it
-heard while_ waiting for the stage c?ach, this 18 the first back to tlier town an' git another horse. I've got jest
time _the mail h_as been sent over to Pme Gulch. _That man about enough money ter buy a horse, too, an' that would
who is the sheriff, they say, seems to be very anxious about have left me in putty bad shape. I didn't know ther stage
getting it there on time. I ~up~ose he fears that th ere coach run over this way to-day, but I'm blamed glad that
a hold-up, and the 1:1ail will be stolen. In such a it does. Maybe we'll find my horse afore long, an' then I'll
will
case it would be a bad showmg for the company who runs I ketch him an' part company with yer. Goin' over to try
your luck at prospectin', I s'pose ?"
the stage route."
"Yes, we have got some friends at Pine Gulch, and they
"That's just it," the third man said, nodding his approval. "I have been standing around for nearly an hour, have been writing such glowing accounts about the place
and I have heard a whole lot of talk. It app!lars that there that we just had to come out, that's all. Do you think we
is a band of road agents, and that t1i.~y have a leader called will manage to make a go of it when we get there?"
"I don't see why not. There ain't hardly a man what's
Black Bill. He is a very slippery customer, too, and
though the sheriff has had men searching for him a long went there in ther last two or three months what ain't there
time, he has failed to get hold of him. That is why a re- yet makin' his pile. I belong over there, yer see. I come
ward of five hundred dollars has been offered. But it seems ovei· t~ ther town ther day afore yisterday on a little busithat there are quite a number out looking for the road ness, an' I set out this mornin' ter go back. I've got a
agents, and that some of them are going to go as a guard mighty good payin' claim there. It's worth about seventyfor the stage coach on the way over. We must not be sur- five dollars a day to me, every day _I work. That's makin'
prised to see a number of horsemen ri~ing toward us at money putty fast, I reckon."
"I should say so!"
any time. That don't mean that they will be road agents,
The three passengers looked at each other and appeared
over
going
are
who
those
be
will
they
likely
either, for most
to be elated at hearing such good news of the mining
with us to see that we get there safely."
"Well, it will be hard to tell who or what they are until camp.
"But, of course, seventy-five dollars a day ain't nothin',
they make known their business, if they happen to ride up
the type that had long been in use in that section of the
country.
The passengers the sheriff had alluded to were three men
who were no doubt strangers in the West.
One glance at them would have told the real Westerner
that they were from the East, and that they had come to
that part of New Mexico to loGk for gold. ·
Each of them carried a grip or two, blrl the clothes they
wore were hardly the sort for the purpose they were bent
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when you come ter figure it," went on the stranger. "If
a man's goin' ter git rich he's got ter work mighty hard,
an' if he happens ter strike a pocket i( wouldn't take him
long ter git together fifty or sixty thousand · dollars. But
there's a lot of us out this way what don't seem ter want
ter git rich very fast. We're generally satisfied ter make
anywhere from fifty ter a hundred a day, an' take a day
off now an' then ter spend it. There's nothin' like havin' a
good time, strangers."
"Well, a good time is all right," the younger of the trio
answered, "but I think I'll be willing to try and accumulate some wealth first. Then I'll be able to ·have a good
time whenever I want to."
"You have got that right, my friend. But maybe you'll
change Jour mind when you git over to ther Gulch. You'll
git so lonesome there when your work is done for ther day
that you won't know what ter do with yourself. Then ther
:first thing you know you'll be pilin' tanglefoot into yer an'
buckin' ther tiger, or playin' draw poker. Miners ,has got
ter have somethin' ter amuse 'em, yer know, an' them is
about ther only things they kin find ter do."
"Well, I'll try and put up with it for a few months, anyhow, if I happen to find the way to get rich fast."
"I hope yer do. Did yer come out prepared ter live a
while afore yer strike it rich ?"
"Oh, yes. We have all got enough money to last us for
a month, I suppose. We don't expect to have good luck
right at the sfart, you know. If that was the case, a man
could come here with barely money enough to pay his expenses. But he must have sufficient money to pay his
board for a while. Board is pretty •high at the Gulch, I
suppose."
"Well, I :reckon you kin git along all right for about five
dollars a day, if you don't git too extravagant. Yer might
have ter sleep on a board under a leaky roof, too. But you
won't mind that."
The black-whiskered stranger laughed lightly as he said
this.
Then he thru st his head out of the window and looked
ahead, as though in search of his horse.
"Do yon think your horse kept .right along the trail?"
one of the passengers asked.
"Well, I think so. He knows where his home is, an'
most likely he'll go right along till he gits to ther Gulch,
though he'll take his time about it an' browse whenever he
gits hungry on ther way. We'll run across him putty soon,
I'm sartin."
I
On went the stage coach, and about a mile further on
the stranger looked out of the window again.
"There he is, by jingo! chewin' ther grass at ther side
of ther trail I Hello, driver!"
"Hello!" came the reply from the box above.
"That's my nag out there. Stop when yer git to him.
How much de, I owe yer for ther ride I've had?" ,
"Nothin' at all," was the reply. "You don't s'pose I
would charge yer for ridin' along two or three miles with
us, do yer ?"
'"Well, I'm much obliged to yer. Have a chaw .of tobacker?"
"Don't mind if I do."
"Well, I've got a couple of plugs here, an' I kin spare one
of 'em. I'll give yer ther whole plug when we stop. Look

out yer don't scare that nag of mine, now. Jest pull up
when. you git right alongside of him."
A hundred feet further on and the stage coach came to a
halt.
"Here' yer are," the driver call~d out.
"All right, I'll be right there."
Then the stranger suddenly whipped out a revolver, and
pointing the muzzle toward the three men, exclaimed, in a
hoarse whisper:
"If either one of you galoots open your mouth you'll be
dead men ! I'm Black Bill, ther road agent leader. If you
want to live, do jest as I tell yer. I'm a desperate man."
The faces of the three ,passengers turned ashen.
"Jest hand over what money you have got, an' be quick
about it," said Black Bill, a smile flitting across his face .
The man called Andy looked at his companions as though
he expected them to help him out.
But not even an encouraging glance came from them.
Then he dove down into his trousers pocket and drew
forth a wallet that seemed to be fairly well filled.
Without a word he. handed it to the road agent, who
quickly dropped it into the pocket of his coat.
He nodded to the others, and they quickly handed over
the ready money they had about them.
"Thank you, gentlemen . . I am much obliged. You will
have something to tell your friends when you get over to
Pine Gulch."
The man's rough way of speaking had changed now.
But this did not encourage his three victims a bit.
They knew they had been duped, and fearing that they
would be shot to cleath instantly, they sat there as though
they were mere dummies.
"I a.ma c1eadshot," went on Black Bill, as he pushed hi,;
revolver a little closer to their faces. "If you say one word
of what has happened to those men. on top of tlrn stage, I
will surely get one of you before I leave. l am going to get
out and mount my horse and ride away now. As soon as
I have gone you can do as you like. But you just give the
alarm before I leave ancl one or more of you will drop
dead."
He slipped his coatsleeve further down, so that it nearly
concealed the weapon he had in his hand, and then stepped
out of the stage ·coach.
"Gents," said he, adopting his rough way of speaking
again, "I hope you will have a good time an' strike it rich
when you git to Pine -Gulch. I'll see yer there some time
durin' ther day, most likely. Here's your plug of tobacker,
driver;" and he deftly tossed it upward.
The iQ'iver caught it and thanked him.
"Now then, I'll ride on, an' good luck to all of yer. I
hope ther road agents clon't bother yer afore yer git there."
The driver cracked the whip, and the four horses starteq.
off at a canter.
·
Then Black Bill coolly mounted his horse and rode off
to the left, disappearing quickly behind a clump of trees.
CHAPTER VIL
THE HOLD-UP.

Young Wild West and his companions rode along leisurely, and when they were a couple of miles out of the town
they began looking around for something in the way of
game.
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"This is just the sort of country for partridges, Et," our
hero saicl to his sweetheart, as he watched on both sides of
the trail. "I reckon we have got an hour or so to spare, so
suppose "e leave our horses here and strike out through the
thicket over there. There is a clearing just the other side
of it, where there are plenty of low bushes bearing berries
that birds are fond of. I noticed that just before we came
down in this hollow."
"All right, Wild," the girl answered, for she was never
better pleased than when she went hunting with her dashing young lover.
_
.
"Get your shot-gun, then. Hop will give it to you, I
reckon."
_
Then the boy called a halt and told of his intentions.
"S'pose me an' .Anna goes, too, Wild?" Cheyenne Charlie
asked.
·
"Well, I reckon it will be all right. Jim ancl Eloise can
come also, for that matter. I hardly think the road agents
will appear in this neighborhood for a while. If they do
we won't be so Yery far away, anyhow. It won't be necessary to go more than two or three hundred yards from the
trail. Come on, all of you, and we'll get a few birds. I
haven't eaten a broiled partridge in over a week."
They all caught on to, the spirit of the thing, -and soon
the girls were each supplied with a double-barreled shotgun, -,rhile Charlie and J'im were satisfied to do their shooting with rifles.
Sometimes they caught partridges on the ground, or
upon rocks, and then it was easy for them to shoot them
through the head.
They very often brought them down on the wing, too,
1Yild seldom missing a shot in that way.
But he had trained himself to be accurate, and he was
always cool and ready for busine~s, whether it was a partridge he was shooting at or a redskin or white outlaw, who
was bent upon taking his life.
The two Chinamen dismounted, and after supplying the
girls with the ammunition they needed, tbey sat down at
the side of tl1e trail, and prepared to take it easy until the
party returned.
"Plett.v soonee we bear bang-bang! Len um birds allee
samee fallee, so be," Hop observed, blandly, as they took
their departure, striking out to the left of the .trail.
"Yes, heathen, an' you an' Wing will have· a chance ter
pick ther feathers from what we shoot while you're ridin'
along, too . That will keep Wing from goin' to sleep; I
reckon."
"Me no go to sleep," the cook retorted. •"Me velly
muchee wakee."
The fact was that he had been dozing already.
But this was a habit Wing had. He could go to sleep
even in the saddle, and sometim.es he very nearly slipped
from the back of his horse.
The hunting party had· not been gone more than five
minutes when the two Chinamen heard them shooting.
"Ley gottee allee samee four birds now, so be," Hop declared, nodding to his brother, when the fourth shot
sounded. · "Ley havee gittee one apiece, my blather. Me
likec bloiled birds, too, so be."
Wing nodded, and then leaning his head against a tree,
closed his eJes to take a little nap while he was waiting.
The shooting continued at irregular intervals, and when
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about twenty minutes hacl passed, Hop decided that enough:
birds to answer the purpose must have been shot.
It was just then that two horsemen came around a bend
in the trail, their horses at a walk.
The moment Hop saw them he gave a start, for be recognizecl them right away.
They were the two card sharps he had goL in trouble with
the day before at the J10tel in Las Vegas.
"Hello, heathens!" one of tlie men called out, as he rode
up and came to a halt. "What are yer doin' here? Where's
ther rest of ther gang?"
"Ley allee samee go to shootee some birds, so be," ,Hop
answered, blandly, for he waR not a bit afraid of the men.
"Oh, that's what ther shootin' iR about, eh? We heard it,
an' we wondered what was goin' on. We sorter thought
there might be a fight, yer know."
"You allee samee thlinkee lat Young Wild West shoottee
um load agents, so be?"
"Yes, I was thin.kin' somethin' like that, heathen."
Then both men looked in the direction the shots had
come from, as though they were wondering how far away
from the trail our friends were.
"How soon wiH Young Wild West be back?" one of them
asked, after a pause.
.
"Plett.v soonee, so be," Hop answered. "You wantee
havee lillee gamee dlaw pokee, so be?"
The villains frowned at him, for they knew right away
that he was poking fun at them.
"No, I reckon we don't want ter play no cards jest now,
.heathen. But say! do you think your life is worth much?"
"Velly muchee, so be."
"Well, how much do yer think it's worth?"
"Allee samee million dollee."
"Well, you haven't that much money, have you?"
"Me no gottee money now. Young Wild West allee
samee gottee lat. Me givee urn money to him to keepee for
me."
"Yer ain't got no money about yer at all, then?"
"Me gottee fivee, sixee dollee."
"Lend it to us, won't yer? We ·went broke ]ast night,
an' we want a little so we kin do some gamblin' ter git
fixed up again."
"Me no lettee you havee money, so be. Me wantee um
money myself."
.
"Let's see how much you have got, heathen."
"Allee light."
While he had been talking to them Hop's hands had been
busy in his pockets.
He had made up his mind that the best way to dispose
of the card sharps was to play a trick on them.
Instead of showing his money, he produced a cigar and
calmly struck a match.
"Me havee lillee smokee, so be," he said, smiling blandly
at the two.
"Yer said yer was goin' .ter show us ther money you have
got, so go ahead an' do it."
.
"Allee light," and this time Hop drew from his pocket a
fat-looking wdllet that showed signs of mu~h usage. 1
It was so worn, in fact, that there were holes in it.
But it seemed to be well stuffed, and the eyes of the two
card sharps opened wide as they saw it.
"You no takee um money?" Hop asked, as though he
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was afraid to trust them to look at the contents of the wal- been here in time to catch them. But just wait! We will
meet them again before the day is over, I am pretty cerlet.
tain."
"Sartin, we won't, unless you agree ter lend it t 0 us."
Jim and tl1e girls soon reached the scene, carrying with
"Allee light, you lookee, Jen."
th e partridges that had been dropped.
them
Hghted
the
touched
Hop
them
to
wallet
the
As he handed
They had experienced no difficulty in finding all they
end of hfo cigai· to what seemed to be a tMn piece of cord
wanted, and a round dozen of birds wa!'. the result.
projecting from it.
They all listened in surprise when Wild related Ilop's
But neither of them noticed this, nor did Wing, who was
experience with the two card sharps.
now wide awake.
But before he could open it the cracker explod ed wi th
"Do you suppose they really would have kept t~e money
a loud report.
if Hop had let them see it, Wild?" Arietta asked.
The wallet was blown to pieces, and the man jumped
" Well, I think they would, Et," he answered. "They
back and nearly fell down.
might have told him that it was merel y a loan, I suppose,
"Whattee mattee ?" demanded Hop, ·as though he was but if I a_m not mistaken, they are thieves, anyhow. In
angry about what had happened. "You allee samee blowee my opinion, they belong to Black Bill's gang of road
uppee my money, so be. Me tellee Young Wild West velly agents."
muchee quickee."
aAnd so does Bart Leonard, Wild."
"We had better git away from here, Tom," the other man
"Right you are, Et. I am well satisfied of that."
said, as soon as he could find the use of his tongue. "Thrrt
"Hadn't we better ride on an' see if we can't ketch up
heathen has played a trick on yer. There wasn't no money with 'em, Wild ?" the scout asked.
in that blamed old pocketbook. He had somethin' in it in
"There would be no use in doing that, Charlie, for they
ther way of powder, an' he set it off afore he give it to yer. would be careful to keep out of our way. I think we had
Come on. There ain't no use in botherin' around here. better wait for a while. Then we will ride on slowly and
Ther first thing yer know we'll be gittin' into trouble."
let the stage coach overtake us. There is nc need of get·
The victim of the joke·rubbed his hand, which h ad been ting too far away from .it." ·
burned slightly by the explosion.
This plan was adopted, and half an hour lat er they rode
But he was very angry, too, as soon as he realized what on slowly, until they had covered a distance of perhaps four
had happened.
miles from the t own.
"I reckon· I'm goin' ter give him a good lickin' afore I
They halted then and waited for the stage coach to come
go," he said, in answer to his partner.
along, during which time the two Chinamen plucked the
"You wantee fightee ?" demanded Hop, as though he feathers from the partridges.
1
was ready for business, and at the sam e time drawing his
As the lumbering old vehicle came along they saw three
big six-shooter. "Me shootee you velly muchee quickee." men riding some distance behind it.
Then without waiting an instant he pulled the trigger.
But they had drawn back behind some trees, so neither
Bang!
the driver and his companions on top of the stage nor those
As the report rang out a stream of red fire shot from inside saw them.
the muzzle of the pistol, and so close was he to it that the
Wild decided that it would be best not to show themvillain's shirt was scorched.
selves, but to keep within easy distance of the stage coach
But there being no bullets in the weapon, and finding
all the way to its destination.
that he had not been hurt any, the card sharp ran for bis
As the outfit disappeared around a bend in the trail the
horse.
three men rode along at an easy pace, as though they were
Bang !
in no particular hurry to overtake it.
This time H op fired at the other :fellow, and a green
Our hero and his partners immediately recognized them
streak of fire was the result.
as the friends of Bart Leonard.
Bang !
"Hello!" he called out, suddenly, as he stepped from heIt was red again.
hind a tree. "So you fellows are out to. protect the stflge
Bang !
coach, I see."
The fourth shot caused blue fire, and thoroughly fright"Hello, Young Wild West!" one of them answered,
ened at the clever Chinee, the two men mounted their
though he was gr eatly surprised at the appearance of the
horses and rode swiftly over the trail.
boy just then. "Yes, we sorter thought we would take a
They werE! barely out of sight when Wild and Charlie
hand in this game, an' if ther road agents show up we'll
came running to the spot.
do our part."
"What is the troub e, Hop?" the young dead shot cried,
"Well, that's all right. I hope you have good luck."
as be leaped from the fringe of bushes down upon the trail.
"Ain' t yer comin' on with us?" one of the others said,
so
"Um two card sharps allee samee wantee some money,
be, ,Misler Wild. Me makee lillee fireworks and ley lide as he reined in his horse.
"We will be along presently. Go right on, so you will
away allee samee velly muchee quickee."
close enough in case anything happens."
be
"The two card sharps wanted your money, eh?"
three rascals were evidently glad to go on. for they
The
"Lat light, Misler Wild."
time in doing so.
no
lost
Then he quickly related all that had transpired.
then, boys," said Wild, turning to his partners,
"Now
"The scoundrels !" exclaimed our hero, looking up the
of us will ride on ahead and keep close to those
three
he
t
"
had
we
wish
"I
gone.
had
trail in the direction the two
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villains. I have an idea _that something will happen before
very long."
"Let me go with you, Wild," Arietta spoke up.
"All right," was the reply. "Anna and Eloise can come
along with Hop and Wing. I reckon t hey will be all right,
for if there is any danger from the road agents it will be
while we are near the stage coach, I reckon."
The four quickly rode out from behind the bushes and
started along the trail.
As they reached the top of a hill they could see the stage
coach going on ahead, while probably a hundred yards behind it were the three men.
Th ey kept on for fully ten minutes after that without
being able to see anything more of them, since the trail was
rery crooked just there.
Finally they were able to see the stage coach again, but
the three 4orsemen had disappeared.
"I reckon them galoots has either gone on ahead, or else
they've left ther trail, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie observed.
"That's right, Charlie," was the reply. "I have an idea
that th ey have left the trail and gone on ahead. We can
expect to see something happen very soon, I think. Come
on. I reckon we will get a little closer to the outfit."
They urged their horses forward at a faster gait, and
gradually lessened the distance that intervened.
For two or three miles they rode on in this way, and
then they saw a pass that ran between two steep hills not
far ahead.
The trail led on through this, and as Wild looked at it
it struck him right away that it was just the sort of spot
·
for a hold-np to take place.
"Get Teady," he said, nodding to his partners. "Et, you
keep a little in the rear. Som ething tells me that the_ fun
is going to be commenced very shortl y."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when the stage
coach came to an abrupt halt.
"Ah!" exclaimed the young deadshot, as he observed
severnl forms dart from behind th e rocks. "The road
agents are at work. Now then, com e on. I reckon we have
got to do some business, and do it quickly. t oo."
The boy urged his sorrel stallion to a swift gallop, and as
he got t o within fi"1e hundred yards of th e scene he saw five
men with revolvers in their hands.
One of them was holding the leaders by the bits, while
the other four were making ready to rob the passengers
and t ake possession of the mail.
So oceup ted were they that they did not observe the approach of our hero and bis companions until they were
al most upon them.
" H ands up !" cried Wild, as be leveled his revolver at the
closest of the villains. "I reckon we have got you now."
Crack!
0:'.e of them fired a shot instantly, and the ball narrowly
,1. ;, ,e,l hitting the young deadshot's head.
Crack!
IL ,ras Cheyenne Charlie who fired, and the road agent
ft 1l at fu ll length upon the ground.
Wil c1 rocle r ight on up to the remaining villains, and so
nm:,zc L1 were th ey at the sudden interference that they
offered little resistance.
Up went th eir hands, and when Wild saw that they were
the frien ds of Bart Leonard, he was not at all surprised.
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One of the three villains who had passed them back on
the trail lay dead, but the other two were standing there
with uplifted hands with the card sharps.
"Well, gentlemen, so you are the road agents, are you?
Well, I am not at all surprised. •r had that idea from the
very first. But where is your leader, Black Bi11 ?"
Th ere was no reply to this question.
"You don't want to tell, eh? Well, I reckon you will
be very quick to tell · where he is before we get through
with you."
Orang!
Tbe report of a rifle rang out from the top of the hill,
and Wild heard th e bullet whizz as it went close to his
head.
· One of the horses got the benefit of it, and £ell in a heap
to the ground.
Orang!
Another shot was fired , and as if it had been intended,
the other leader fell.
Orang!
This time it wa s Arietta who fired.
"I got him , Wild!" she called out. "One of the villains
was lying behind a rock at the top of the hill. I couldn't
see him until he fired the second shot, but I quickly brought
•
him down. "
"Good for you, Et!" the young deadshot exclaimed.
"Just keep your eye up that way. Maybe another of them
will show himself. It seems there are plenty of them
around here."
As the driver looked at the :fallen horses he grew very
much excited.
"What am I ter do?" he asked, turning to our hero. "I
kin never git through with two borses, an' it's ther first
time with ther mail. How am I going ter git it over there
on time?"
"I reckon one of us can take it over, if it is necessary.
Would it make any difference if you got it there some time
between now and sunset?"
"Well, my orders was ter git it through as quick as possible. I believe ther contract ther company's got with ther
government says that ther mail is to be got through afore
sunset. But I couldn't never git there now by that time,
not with two horses."
"Wild, I will carry the mail."
It was Arietta who spoke, and she came riding up, looking as though she was eager for the task.
"You, Et?" and the boy looked at her in surprise.
"Yes, let me take it. I will get it there on time. I will
get it there much sooner than the stage coach would have
done it, too. Let me do it, Wild."
"Well, I don't know about that. You might run across
some of the road agents a little further along the trail." /
"I'll go with her £or a mile or two, Wild, if she wants
to carry the mail to Pine Gulch," Jim Dart spoke up. "I
reckon you and Charlie can take care of these fellows, with
the aid of the passengers and the driver and his man."
"Never mind, Jim. Et, you are going to carry the mail.
You go alone."
Young Wild West's sweetheart generally had her own
way about things, and as she usually proved to be quite able
to take care of herself, he was not afraid that she would
fail this time.
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"Well, it might have been him, Charlie. Go ahead,"
our hero retorted.
The scout found there was no chance to get up foe steep
ascent from where he was, so he ran back through the pass
until he found a sort of path leading upward.
He was not long in getting to the spot where Arietta harl
dropped the scoundrel, who had been doing his best to 1:hoot
down our hero.
The body lay there, and a single glance sufficed to show
Charlie that the man had been shot through the heart.
It was not Black Bill, according to the description the
passengers had given of him.
Charlie had never seen the man before, so satisfied th a,t
the leader was still at large and possibly somewhere close
by, he hastened back to make his report.
"Driver," said Wild, after he had listened to what the
scout said, "I reckon you had better turn the outfit around
and go back to the town. The chances are your passenger,,
won't object to this, and since you know the mail has gone
through, e,er:vthing wil I hr 911 r1 ght. It is a good deal
nearer to Las Vegas than it is to Pine Gulch, I reckon."
"I reckon it is, Young Wild West," the driver answered,
nodding his head approvi11gl;y, "Do you think ther gal
will git through all right?"
"I am sure of it."
"Well, then, we"ll turn atou nd. I reckon I kin git back
to ther town ea~;v with two horses.''
CHAPTER VIII.
"Well, you ,rill have a littl e extra load, fo r I want the
·
four road agents delivered to the sheriff.';
THE ROAD AGENTS' CAVE IS FOUND.
"Well, we'll pack 'em in somewhere, an' take great pleasuse in doin' it."
The captured Yillains l1nd been disarmed, and their hands
As soon as they realized that they were no longer in
tied behind their hacks by this time.
the
of
were
out
danger of being harmed the three pas~engers got
were Yery meek, and had little or nothing to say.
They
stage coach.
"A fine lot of fellers You are !" the scout observed, smil"How are you, gentlemen?" said Young Wild West,
smiling at them. "I suppose you had quite a scare, didn't ing grimly at them. "You have been hangin' around Las
Vegas an' makin' out that you was honest men, an' all ther
you?"
"Yes, and it is the second one we have had since we left time you have been workin' a game along ther trail. Now
Las Vegas," the man called Andy replied. "I suppose then, ther best thing you kin do is ter make a clean breast
of it all."
these fellows belong to Black Bill's crowd."
"I, for one, ain't got nothin' ter say," one of the card
it."
of
doubt
"Nof the least
.
sharps answered.
"But Black Bill is not here."
"Well, maybe you will have something to say when you
"Why, do you know him when you see him?" our hero
get lodged in the jail," Wild spoke up. "Never mind tellasked, in surprise.
"Yes; you see he got in "the stage with us away back ing us anything now. I reckon we know just who Black
along the trail, and when he got out he took all the money Bill is, and we won't be very long in getting him_, either."
There was no reply to this, and as soon as the ~lage
we had, too."
coach had been turned, and the harness fixed so the 1,rn
The boy was astounded to hear this.
But the three men quickly made it plain to him, and the horses coulcl go on, the prisoners were forced to get inside,
driver and the man who had been upon the-box with him while the guard who had accompanied the driver took his
place with them, so he might prevent any possible attempt
bore them out:
asked.
to escape.
"What sort of a looking man is Black Bill?'' Wild
"Now then, driver," said Wild., as they were ready to
"An ordinary-sized miin, with a full, black beard," one
of the passengers answered. "A very cool sort of fellow, start, "you tell the sheriff that I will be along before night
too. He talks two different ways. When he got in with with l3lack Bill. Do you know the fellow called Buri
us he talked just about the f'ame way as the general run Leonard?"
"Ye~, I know him." the driver answered.
of the people out this way talk. But when he was robbing
"Well, if you should happen to meet him anywhere along
all
us he spoke in a more educated way, and he kept smiling
trail tell him I would like to have him come over here
ihe
the time."
lend us a hana ."
·Cheyand
Bill,"
Black
was
shot
Arietta
galoot
ther
"Maybe
"All right, Young Wild West, I'll do jest as you say."
enne Charlie suggested. "I reckon I'll go up to ther top
"Go ahead, then."
of ther bank there an' see."

She wanted to carry the mail to Gulch, and as he intended going there' himself after he got through ·with the
road agents, he felt that it would be all right.
"You wait there until we come, after you get there," he
said. "Don't think of leaving there to-night, even if we
fail to show up. The post-office will certainly look out for
you."
1
"All right, Wild," she answered.
The driver ran to her with the mail-bag.
")liss, if yer take it through aU right it will be a whole
lot off my mind," he declared. "I'll git through some time
to-night, an' if yer ain't fixed for a night's lodgin', my
wife will take yer in. I live over there, yer know."
"Oh, there is no danger but what I will find accommodations when I get to Pine Gulch," she answered.
Then she took the mail-bag and hung it over the pommel
o.f her saddle.
"Go, Arietta!" cried Wilcl, pointing down the pass.
"I'll get the mail through on time!" she answered, and
her pony galloped away.
Wild watched her with a glance of admiration.
As she finally disappeared from view he turned his attention ..to the captured road agents.
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Off went the stage coach, the three passengers sitting on a smile and gave a nod of bis bead. "You are a little too
the top, and apparently well satisfied with the way things late."
were going.
"How is that, Leonard?" our hero asked, in his cool and
Our hero had promised them that the money Black Bill easy way, as be rode up to the man.
had stolen from them would be recovered and returned to
" Well, I got here ahead of .,·ou. I have discovered the
them, and they seemed to be fully satisfied that it would. hiding place of the road agents. But the birds have flown,
Wild and his partners mounted their horses and rode it Rel)ms."
back to where Anna and Eloise and the two Chinamen were
"Yes, I reckon all but Black Bill ha ve flown, all right."
waiting.
" \Vha t do you mean by that ?'rand Leonard appeared to
The yolll}g deadshot was well satisfied that there were not be greatly surprised.
many more of the road agents left, so after thinking it
"We!I, I mean that two 0£ them have been shot, anr1
over he decided to let Jim go on w~th the girls and Wing that £om more are on their way to the jail in Las Vegas."
to the mining ca.mp, so they might join Arietta there.
"You don't say !"
Though Dart would have liked to remain and assii. t in
"Yes, that's what .I do say. So you found their cave,
the capture of Black Bill, he readily agreed wh en the did you?"
)·01mg deadshot made the proposition.
'
"Yes, you saw me just riding out of it." .
"Tell Arietta we will be over to-molTow," was the part"Well, suppose you take us inside and show us how it
ing injunction, and then the party of four rod e off, taking looks." ,
the pack-horses with them.
"I am perfectly willing to do that, of course. Come on."
Hop was delighted at having been allowed to remain. ·
'l'he coolness Bart Leonard was sbowi!)-g was more af"We ketchee Blackee Bill, allee samee, Misler Wild," he fected than real, and our hero could readily see this.
, said, confidently.
·
But he meant to wait a while before expressing h}S opin"Well, I have an idea that we will, Hop," was the reply. ion as to who Black Bill really was.
"I thought perhaps you might help us a little, so that's
He shot a warning glance at the scout, and Charlie unwhy I let you stay with us. I haven't th e least doubt that clerstood thoroughly, for he gave a nod.
Arietta will get through all right, and that the rest will,
As far as Hop was concerned, Wild knew he would not
too. I don't believe there are more than two or three of say anything, so the three followed Leonard to the mouth
the road agents left. Four have been captured, two are of the cave.
dead, and we know that Black Bill is at large yet. It may
"How long have you been here, Leonard?" Wild asked,
be that he is the on 1y one left, and if that's the case, the as he brought his horse to a halt and dismounted.
chances are that he is in hiding somewhere."
"I got here just about three or four minutes ago. You
They remained there a few minutes, and then Wild de- see, I rode along the trail five or six miles further, and as
cided to go back through the pass and get to the top of the I didn't see anything of the stage coach coming, I rode back
high ground, where Charlie had found the body of the this way .. While I was riding along I struck a sort of path
man who had been so anxious to kill him.
about half a mile the other side of the pass. It occurred
They had no trouble in riding the horses up the ascent, to me that it would be a good idea to follow the path, so I
and once there they began looking around for something dicl so and came straight to this cave. · It wasn't much of
in the way of a trail that might lead them to the hiding a path, either, but here and there I could see the print of a
place that had been occupied by the roacl agents.
horse's hoof, and that showed me the way. This is certainly
They dismounted near the spot where the dead road the hang-out of Blac_k Bill and his gang. Why, they have
agent lay, and then began looking about among the rocks. a regular living apartment in here. Come on in and see."
Finally Wild led the way toward the further · end of the
"Lead the -way and we will soon see what it looks like."
pass, and as he found the ground sloping he pushed on,
Leaving their horses just inside the cave, they all walked
and soon came upon some fresh hoof-prints.
back, and after turning an angle found themselves entering
"I reckon we're all right now, boys," he said. "Go back another part of the undergrol¼nd place, where it was quite
and get the horses, Hop."
light, since there was an opening in the rear.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," ·and· the Chinaman hastened
Then our friends beheld a sort of habitation, for there
back to the top of the hill.
were tables and chairs, and barrels and boxes scattered
In a very few minutes he appeared leading the three about, while a row of bunks was at one side.
steeds.
·
Just opposite the opening in the rear was a smoldering
Wild quickly mounted his sorrel, and then Charlie and fire with a big kettle hanging over it, while cooking utenHop were not long in getting into the saddle.
sils were strewn about.
They followed the hoof-prints on down the hill, and
Wild and Charlie were keeping a sharp watch, for they
then suddenly came upon the rocky path that led almost thought the villain might be trying to lead them into a
parallel with the trail.
trap.
As they turned a sharp corner of a cliff they were just in
But not the least sign of any one in hiding could they
time to see a horseman riding from the mouth of a big 'see.
·
cave.
"Well, I reckon you found the road agents' cave, all
It was Bart Leonard.
right, Leonard," said Wild, nodding to him. "You are in
The cowboy dandy gave a start wl1en he saw the three luck, it seems."
almost . directly before him.
.
"I certainly am, Young Wild West. 'While I don' t want
"Hello, Young Wild West!" he called out, as he forced the five hundred dollars reward, I feel satisfied that I am
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But this they did not mean to do, for Young Wild West
going to capture Black Bill, too. He will certainly come
meant to come back soon and give Bart Leonard the surhere sooner or later, yeu know."
"Ob, yes. Well, I suppose you are bound to be the prise of his life.
lucky one, then. But we will help you catch him. They
say he is a desperate character, and he may put up a very
CHAP TER IX.
stiff fight. You might not have much of a show if you
were to tackle him alone."
OUTWITTED BY THE CLEVER CHINEE.
"Oh, I think I could get him all right."
"Well, just as you say. But where were you going when
The reader has no doubt guessed before this that Bart
we saw you come out of the cave?"
and Black Bill were one and the same person.
Leonard
withtrail
the
to
back
"I was trying to find a way to get
had left the town shortly .before our friends,
Leonard
out going in the direction I came from. I wanted to see if
the members of his band, who numbered
instructing
after
there were any signs o.f the stage coach yet."
those who were under suspicion by
being
them
of
five
six,
"Oh, and then you meant to come back here and wait
as to what to do.
partners,
his
and
hero
our
until Black Bill came?"
One member of the band was at the. hidden .;:ave, and the
"Yes, that's just it, Young Wild West."
rest all being at the town, were told to divide themselves
"And you were not aware that six of his men would be
into two parties and ride along the trail as though they
unable to ever come here again?"
were there for the purpose of guarding the stage coach
"No, I didn't know a thing about it. Was there any
against a hold-up.
shooting done?"
Leona:i:d conceived tJ.ie idea o{ robbing the passengers
"Well, I reckon there must have been, since two of the of the stage coach in a clever way, so when ·he got where he
road agents went under. One of them tried mighty hard thought was a good place to carry out his scheme, he let his
to get me. He fired twice and missed both times. Then horse go galloping along, knowing full well that the animal
he was shot by a girl."
would not go very far.
"Shot by one of the girls belonging to your party?"
Then he donned the black beard that had given him the
"Yes, that's right."
nickname of Black Bill, and watched for the stage to come
"Which one, if I may ask?"
up.
"Well, I don't know as it will be any harm in telling
How well he succeeded is already known.
you. It was my sweetheart who brought him down."
When he rode away he took a short cut and was soon
over a mile ahead of the stage coach and not far from his
"Oh! a wonderful girl, that."
What
retreat.
Leonard.
hidden
girl,
wonderful
"She certainly is.
He did not have to wait more than five minutes before
would you think if I were to tell you that she is carrying
the rest joined him there.
the mail to Pine Gulch ?"
The man who had been left in charge of the cave was the
West!"
Wild
Young
that,
"You don't mean
"I wouldn;t say it if I didn't mean it, Leonard. Arietta last to arrive, and the stage coach was coming at the time,
is on her way to the Gulch with the mail, and you can bet so he made his way along to the top of the cliff, while all
save the leader hid themselves behind th~ rocks at the side
she will get it there on time."
of the trail and waited for the outfit to come up.
"Suppose there are more of the road agents further along
Leonard did not wish to take part in the hold-up for reathe trail, and that they should interfere with her?"
of his own.
sons
"Well, I hardly think there are any rpore of them."
he was satisfied that his men could carry it out all·
But
"Maybe not; I hope so, for the young lady's sake."
right, so leaving them to attend to it, he mounted· his
"So do I, Leonard. Well, what do you want us to do
horse and rode swiftly for the cave.
now?"
When he heard the shots fired he had not the least idea
"Well, suppose you go out and look around for Black that it was a.ny one but ;his own men who were doing the
Bill, and let me stay here. There is no need of my going shooting.
out to the trail now, since I have heard all that happened
He thought that Young Wild West could not possibly
there."
have reached the spot yet, so the villain removed his dis"All right, we'll do that, then. If we happen to come guise and sat down in the cave, even picking up a book and
across Black Bill we may be able to drive him right here to reading it.
the cave. Th.e n you can surprise him and have the honor
He waited there until he began to think it was time for
of capturing him. We will ride back to the town with you the men to show up.
and tell the sheriff all about it."
Becoming uneasy, he· finally put away his book, and
"Good !" ·exclaimed Leonard, his eyes brightening as mounting his horse rode out only to find himself confronted
though he was more than satisfied with such an arrange- by Young Wild West, Cheyenne Charlie and the cle,er
ment.
Chinee.
Wild nodded to Charlie and then turned toward the
Astonished ·as he was, the villain quickly recovered himmouth of the cave.
self, and thinking that he would find a means of getting
Hop Wah followed them, and they . soon mounted their the best of the boy he hated so much, he 'acted in the man-:
horses and rode away, apparently as though they meant ner already recorded.
He was rather dishear_tened at hearing of the fate of bis
to leave the spot.

a
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companions, for if two had really been shot and four were
on their way to the jail to Las Vegas, he was the only member of the band left.
But satisfied that no one suspected him he made up his
mind to trust to luck, and if he could find no way to get
square with Young Wild West, he would ride back to the
town with him and report that Black Bill n:iust have left
for other parts.
·
After our friends left the cave the villain sat down, and
resting his elbows upon his knees, he held his head with his
hands and tried to think of some means to dispose of
Young Wild West and his partner and the Chinaman.
"That boy has certainly kept his word to the sheriff so
far," he muttered. "He said he would break up the band
of road agents, and he certainly has done so. He also said
in a boastful way that he would land me in jail. Well, he
hasn't done that yet, and I must see to it that he don't do
it.. He hasn't the least idea that I am Black Bill, I am sure
of that. That being the case, I am perfectly safe, unless
those who have been captured squeal on me. There is no
telling that one of them at least won't be apt to do this.
When they find they are going to be sent to prison they
probably will be ready to tell all. Well, I have got to take
my chances. If I could only think of some way to get those
people in a trap when they come back here, everything
would be all right. Ah! I have it."
He quickly arose, and walking over to a corner of ~he
cave, where there was a boulder weighing perhaps three
hundred pounds, he pressed against the wall with his foot,
and pushed the heavy object over.
An opening that was almost round and probably three
:feet in circumference was· disclosed.
"This is a hole that is supposed to have no bottom," he
observed, speaking half aloud. "Now then, why can't I
send Young Wild West and his pard down into its depths?
· I don't feel like opening fire on them when they come
back, for I might make a miss, and even if I didn't one of
them would be sure to get me. But if I could make them
believe that Black Bill is somewhere down that hole, I
would have them. I will try it, anyhow."
He could think of no other scheme to rid himself of his
enemies, so leaving the boulder as it lay when he overturned
it, he went to one of the boxes the cave contained and drew
forth a bottle of whisky.
·
Then he sat down at the table and proceeded to drink
from it.
At intervals of every ten minutes he took a drink, and
when nearly an hour had elapsed he was beginning to feel
the effects bf the liquor.
"I wish they would come back!" he exclaimed, looking
very anxious. "I'd soon fix them. But suppose, after all,
they don't believe me when I tell them that Black Bill is
clown the hole? I must fix it so they wi}J be sure to think
it is i.rue. But how will I do it?"
·
Then he arose and began pl!Cing back and forth, and at
last he hit upon what he thought was a brilliant idea.
.Finding a long rope, he tied one end of it securely to a
sruall boulder that weighed perhaps a hundred poun,ds.
This he lowered into the hole, and tied the other end of
the rope to a jutting point of rock at the side of the cave.
"There!" he exclaimed, jubilantly. "I will tell them
that Black Bill ca'me sneaking in here and that I caught

him and tied him up with the rope, but that I had not ·
bound his ankles together, and before I could prevent it he
darted away and tumbled into this hole. I can say that I
thought it a good idea to let him be there until they came
back, so I made the other end fast, and there he is down
there, waiting to be hauled up. They will certainly go
ahead and try to haul him up, and when they do that, down
they will go, one after the other. I have got it now. No
one will ever know what became of Young Wild West and
his partner. As far as the Chinaman is concerned, I can
knock him on the head with the butt of a gun, and then
throw him down. I can then cut the rope and put the
boulder back in place, and there will be no traces of any of
them. Hurrah!"
·
The villain felt so elated that he fairly danced.
Then he went back to the table and took another drink
from the bottle.
·
·
But half an hour passed and still there were no signs of
any one returning to the cave.
Leonard became so uneasy' that he at length arose and
walked to the entrance.
·
He saw no one there, so he went a•short distance from it,
and looked in all directions.
At that in stant the form of a man emerged from behind
a barrel in the cave where he had made his preparations to
trap our friends, and slipped cautiously to the table where
the bottle of whisky set.
It was Hop Wah.
"Lis allee light!" the Chinaman exclaimecl, as he lifted
the bottle from the table and placed the neck to his lips.
He took two or three swallows, and then rubbed his
stomach affectionately.
"Misler Leonard allee samee velly smartee man. Me
hear evelythling he say, and me see whattee he do. He
velly smartee man, but me velly smartee Chinee. Me velly
glad Misler Wild letter me come here to watchee. Pletty
soonee evelythling be allee light. Blackee Bill-lat velly
funny. Me thlinkee lat Leonard was Blackee Bill. Now
lrn, me havee lillee fun, so be."
Hop had really been forced to plead with Wild before
he got permission to go back and spy upon Leonard in the
cave.
The Chinaman felt so good over what he had learned that
he could not help playing a little trick on the scound rel
who had been playing a double part.
He walked over to the angle of rock, and after listening
a few seconds, was satisfied that the villain was not coming
back right away ..
'l'hen he began searching about to see what he could find,
so he might play a trick on Leonard.
·
He pulled aside a curtain of skins, and one of the first
things his eyes rested upon was the false beard the ~illain
wore when he assumed the character of Black Bill, the road
agent leader.
The next thing he saw was some clothing piled up in a
corner, and then he made up his mind to rig up a dummy
to represent the so-called Black Bill.
Hop was an ingenious sort of Chinaman, as the reader
well knows.
It did not take him long to form a plan, and once he had
done so he went right at work.
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He rolled up a couple of blankets and soon made them
into something like the form of a human being.
Then with a coat and a P!lir of trousers, as well as a pair
of boots, he fashioned a pretty good representation of a
man, standing it in a dark corner of the cave.
Just how to make a face he did not _know, but he soon
saw a jug, and finding that it would just set upon a ledge
in about the height the man's face should be, he placed it
there and tied the black beard to it.
There were hats there, too, so one of them was placed
upon tM top of the jug.
With a piece of chalk and ·a bit of charred wood from
the :fire the clever Chinee drew the outlines of the eyes and
nose, and though the face did not look anything like the
one it was to represent, it certainly showed up in a startling
manner.
"Lat allee light," and the Chinaman, gave a nod of satisfaction.
He stepped back and surveyed his work, and then listened.
Bu_t Leonard was not coming back yet, so he rearranged
the dummy slightly, and then decided it was all right.
Then as he turned again toward the entrance he heard
footsteps.
Two seconds later the villainous road agent .walked in
and took a seat at the table.
"They are coming back," Hop heard him say. "I heard
them. Now then, to make them believe that I have captured Black Bill, and that he is down the hole. My band is
broken up, but I am surely going to have my revenge."
If he had known the Chinaman was behind the barrel
the villain would have felt anything but elated just then.
But he thought he was alone, and bent upon carrying out
his foul plot, he watched .and listened.
It was not long before he heard the clatter of tlie horses'
hoofs as they came over the rocks outside the cave.
Then he arose and started toward the entrance.
Wild and Charlie had come back, -after waiting what
they thought was a sufficient length of time to give the
Chinaman a chance to do his spying and listening.
"Hello, Young Wild West!" Leonard called out, his face
illumined with a smile. "I have got ahead of you again."
"How is that?" our hero asked, as he dismounted.
"Well, I have caught Black Bill."
"What!"
The boy was actually surprised, for the thought that he
might have been mistaken, after all.
"Yes, I was in the cave back there when I beard someone coming, so I hid behind some barrels, and· who should
come in but Black Bill himself. I knew him right away
from the description I had of him. I didn't wait an instant, either, as I had a rope all ready, so I sprang out and
knocked him down with a blow from the butt of my gun.
Then I tied his arms with the end of a lariat. We had
quite a tussel of it, for he is a mighty powerful fellow, and
as he broke away from, me he ran over to a corner, where
there is a hole. Before I knew it he fell into it, and I just
had time to hold upon the end of the rope. He is down
there now, as I made th e rope fast. I thought it would be
a good place to Jet him be until you came back."
"G:reat gimlets, Wi1cl !" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed,

looking at our hero in surprise. "I reckon Leonard sartinly has beat us out in this game."
"I have, and I am proud of it," declared the villain; exultantly. "Come on. We will haul him up, and then you
can see for yourself."
He led the way into t he rear part of the cave, and unobserved by either of them , Hop Etepped from behind the
barrel and made it appear that he was following them inside.
"Me gottee Bl ackee Bill, l\'lisler Wild!" he called out,
suddenly.
All three turned as quick as a :fl.ash.
"What's that you say, Hop?"
"Me ketchee Blackee Bill, allee light. He light over
lere," and Hop pointed to the dark corner, where t he
dummy rested.
"What are you talking about, heathen?" Leonard demanded, angrily. "Black Bill is down that hole .over there
at the end of the rope you see."
"You makee lillee mistakee," Hop answered, blandly.
"Me ketchee Blackee Billee and tie him to um lock over ,
lere. Me showee you."
Then the clever Chinee took the villain by the arm and
half dragged him toward the corner.
There was just enough Fght there for the dummy to .show
up, and when Leonard saw it he was dismayed.
"Lat Blackee Bill, so be," Hop declared, and then he
seized Wilc1's right hand and lifted it to the collar of the
villain'·s coat.
"You mean this is Black Bill, Hop/' saicl the boy, catching on quickly.
"Lat ljght, }.'.Iisler Wild. 11isler Leonard allee samee
Blackee Bill ."
CHAPTER X.
THE ROU ND-UP IS CONCLUDED.

Bart Lcon arrl, alias Bl ack Bill, turned as white as a sheet
when he renliz1:il that l1is scheme had failed and that he
hau been cc1ugl:t clead to rights.
Yonng Will1 West pressed the muzzle of a revolver
against tl1 e sicl e of his head, so the scoundrel made not the
least altempt t~ get away.
"Lat velly niece lillee tlick, Misler Wild," Hop said, nodding toward the du mmy. "Me comee in here and me hear
Misler Blackce Bill talkee velly muchee. Ile wantee puttee
you down um hole over le.re. He wantee puttee Misler
Charli e and me lere, too, so be. He vel1y smartee man,
but me a11 re samee vclly smartee Chinee. Me gottee uncle
in_China whattee velly muchee smart ee, too."
"Never min d about that blamed uncle, what never lived
an' never will," Cheyenne Charlie interrupt ed, for by this
time he had fully recovered from his astonishment at the
extraordin ar:v developments. "Wh at did you bother to
make tlrnt dummy fo r ? You could have sneaked out .an'
told us what was goin' on without havin' all that trouble."
" Lat all ec light, Mi~ler Charlie. Me wantee havee lillee
fon with Blackee Bill."
"Well, it that's what yer went to ther trouble of fixin' up
that thing for, I reckon you have succeeded putty well.
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Blamed if that ain't a putty good lookin' object, when yer
come ter look at it sorter close like."
"It surely is, Charlie," Wild answered, keeping his revolver close to the prisoner's head. "What do you think
of it, Mr. Leonard ? Does it look anything like you did
when you wore that false beard?"
"You surely don't think I am the 1eac1er of the roac1
agents, Young Wild West?" the man asked, acting as
though it was all very much of a mistake.
"Well, I may as well tell you that I have been thinking
that way ever since I first got acquainted with you-or
rather since I learned there was a band of road agents located somewhere along the trail. It won't c1o you any good
to deny it, so you may as well admit the whole thing. I
presume that you are the last of the band."
"I don't know any more about the band of road agents
or Black Bill than you do," protested the prisoner.
"Well, you don't think our Chinaman would 1make up
such a lie as that, do you? He ~ays you are Black Bill, and
I'll bet all I'm worth that he tells the truth. Hop, just
tell how you know this man is Black Bill, the leader of the
road agents."
"Allee light, 1\1:isler Wilc1," and then Hop related all he
had seen the villain do, anc1 what he had heard him say in
his mutterings.
"Well, I reckon that's proof e,10ugh, Leonard," the boy
said, and then turning to the scout, he aclded: "Charlie,
just relieve him of his hardware, and then tie l1im up. We
have got to take him to Las Vegas and turn him over to the
sheriff. We don't want to be too long about doing it,
either, since we will have a ride of ornr forty-three miles
ahead of us after that's_ done. We must get to Pine Gulch
some time to-night. I reckon it won't be long after dark
when we get there, either."
The captive now gave in. He knew how useless it would
be for him to stick to his denial, and being of a nervy sort,
anyhow, he no doubt felt inclined to show his bravado.
"Before we take you away from here, Leonard I would
like to have the money you took from three passengers of
the stage coach," our hero said, in his cool and easy way.
"If you haven't got it about you, just tell us where it is."
"I won't tell you anything, Young Wild West," was the
reph. "If you want the money, you will have to find it,
that's all."
"Charlie, just go through his pocketR. I have an idea he
has it on his person."
"Right yer are, Wild," and the scout lost no time in
doing as he was told.
The result was that he found the wallets just as they
were when the road agent took them from his victims.
ll'ild opened them, and satisfied that the money was all
.fiere, he placed the three wallets in the pocket of his hunti :, g- coat, and then nodded for the scout to fetch the pris( ''.Cr ou~side.
·
There were six horses besides that of the leader inthe
outer cave, and since it would hardly do to leave them there,
Wild c1eci<led to take them over to the town with them.
"Hop, just get those horses," he said to the clever Chinee. "You did mighty well in this piece of business, and
m1rd,e ihe sheriff might give you something for taking the
~·:orses to him. Put on the saddles and bridles, too, for

there is no need of letting them remain here. 'l'hc.\' ,:1 1
seem to be pretty good ones."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and Hop proceeded to saddle
and bridle the horsse.
Leaving Charlie in charge of the prisoner, the young
deadshot assisted in this work, and it was not long before
they were allowed to take their departure.
Our hero and the scout had, of course, brought the Chinaman's h9rse with them when they came to the cave, and
once he got upon the back of his steed, Hop let out a shrill
yell, and acted as though he was proud of his achievement.
They had no trouble in finding the way to the trail, and
once there, they started at a gallop for Las Vegas.
When they finally reached the town they found a big
crowd gathered before the jail.
·
The stage coach was there, too, and the driver and his
assistant were at that moment hitching another team of
horses to it to take the place of the leaders that had been
shot by one of the road agents when he attempted to take
the life of Young Wild West.
Leonard did not seem to be at all frightened, but be was
greatly crestfallen as Cheyenne Charlie rode up with him,
tied to his own horse.
As they came to a halt Wild looked in the crowd for
the sheriff, and as he presently caught sight of him pushing
his way toward them, he called oui:
"Well, sheriff, heTe he is. I reckon I'll take that five
hundred dollars, though. I've decided to give it to our
clever Chinee. Here i Black Bill."
"Thunder!" Thompson exclaimed, looking incredulously.
"Why, that's Bart Leonard, one of my deputies, you have
got there."
,
"That is true enough, sl1eriff. But Bart Leonard happens to be Black Bill."
The young deadshot had been thoughtful _enough to
remove the false beard that ITop had tied upon the jug that
represented the face of his dummy.
·
He now drew it from his pocket, and in spite of the
prisoner's endeavors to prevent him, he adjusted it to his
face.
· "There you are," he said, with a nod. "That's Black
Bill."
"That's him," spoke up one of the passengers who had
been robbed in the stage coach. "That's the man who took
our money."
The other two bore him out in this, but even then the
sheriff and many of the men gathered there seemed to have
their doubts about it.
"Gentlemen," our hero said, :i:10dding to the stage coach
passengers, "we found three wallets on Black Bill when
we captured him, so if you will kindly step forward and
i<lentify them, you can take them. Which of you owns
this one?" and he held one of the wallets up, so all might
see it.
"That's mine," the man called Andy answered, quickly.
"How much money did you have in it?"
"A little over four hundred dollars. I can't say exactly
bow much over."
"Sheriff, just count the money in that wallet and see how
much there is."
The sheriff did so, and found there was four hundred and
eighteen dollars.
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"Well, I reckon that's all right. Just give it to the
owner."
He held up another wallet, .and one of the others quickly
declared it belonged to him.
He told the exact amount there was in it, so that he at
once receivoo his property.
'
·
The third did the same thing, so that settled that part
of the business, and the three gold seekers were overjoyed,
as might be supposed.
"Have you got the other four villains locked up, sheriff?"
Wild asked.
"Yes, they are locked up good enough. I couldn't do
nothin' else with 'em, though I couldn't hardly believe that
they was ther road agents. But there was five to swear
that they was, so I put 'em under lock an' key, an' you
kin bet they'll stay there, too. This is an awful surprise to
me. I never had no id~a that them fellers was ther road
agents, an' I didn't think of sich a thing as Bart Leon,ard
bein' Black Bill."
The prisoner laughed at this remark, and nodding to the
sheriff, said :
·
·
"Well, you see how easy I fooled you, don't you? I am
well satisfied, for I certainly had a good time while I w.aa
working along the trail.- I don't care what you do with me,
sheriff. One thing, I am well satisfied that you would
never have discovered that I was Black Bill. Young Wild
West is entirely responsible for it, and if it happens that I
ever live long enough to get out of jail, I will get on his
trail, and I won't be satisfied until I have put an end t o
him."
At this a yell that was almost savage went up from the
crowd.
Several wanted to seize the prisoner and lynch him right
away, and it was only due to the coolness of our hero that
prevented the sheriff from losing his prisoner.
They managed to get 'him inside the ja:il 'all right, and
when they saw him locked in a dark cell, Wild; and Charlie
followed the sheriff to his office, where the reward of five
hundred dollars was duly paid.
"Here, Hop," said Wild, as he handed the money to the
Chinaman. " I r eckon you earned this. I don't care for the
reward. Have you asked the sheriff about the horses you
brought over?"
Hop shook his head in the negative.
" Oh, ther heathen brought over ther horses what belonged to ther road agents, did he ?" the sheriff spoke up.
"Yes, they were tied in the cave back there, a:nd we
thought it would not do to leave them there. I suppose
the county becomes owner of them n ow."
"Yes, that's about ther size of it . Well, here's another
five hundred for ther Chinaman."
,
The sheriff quickly produced the money, and Hop took it,
thanking him in his blan d way as he did so.
"Well, sheriff, we will have to bid you good-day. The
rest of our party has gone on over to Pine Gulch. My
sweetheart went ahead with the mail-bag, so you needn' t
worry about that part of jt_ She will get-it there on time."
" Yes, I heard all about it, Young Wild West. I only
hope she does git it through. I don't know as it would have
made sich an awful differen ce, 'cause wr would have got it
there some time to-d ay. But l 'm awful glad ther gal took
ther mail an' went on."
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Anxious to get away as soon as possible, Wild and Charlie
mounted th!Jir horses, and bidding adieu to the cheering
crowd, they turned and rode in the clirec.:tion of Pine Gulch.
A few minutes later the stage c9ach set out for the second time_that morning, though ii wn s nearly noon now.
It was just getting dark when \Y1ld, Charlie and Hop
came in sight of the. mining camp .
· They had been riding hard, :rnd the fo rty-three miles had
been rapidly covered.
As they rode up the single i;tn:et in Piue Gulch, Ari etta
came running from a snanty towar<l them; waving her hat
in triumph.
"Hurrah!" shouted our hero, swinging his hat over his
head in answer to her waving. "Everything is all right,
Et. The road agents have been rounded up, ancl Black
Bill is in jail."
·
"Oh, Wild!" she exclaimed, "I am so glad ! Where is
that rascal called Ba.rt Leonard?"
"Well, I suppose you know that he is no other than
Black Bill, Et."
" I was sure of it," she declared, clapping her hands.
The sha.n ty the girl was stopping at was the home of
the stage driver, and our fr'iends dismounted there.
It did not take them long to tell Arietta all that bad
happened.
"Well, Hop had t o come in for his share ol the glory, I
see," the girl said, nodding to the Chinaman.
"Lat light, Missee Tlietta. Me velly smartee Cbinee, so
be."
" There isn't any doubt of it, Hop. "
It quickly spread through the mining camp that Young
Wild West had arrived, and soon nearly every man, woman
and child in the place had gathered near the shanty.
Wild was called upon to make a speech, which he did,
taking pains to explain just how the road agents had been
rounded up.
"I reckon you will be able to get the mail through on
time after this without the assistance of a girl," he• said, in
closing. " I hope you have good luck with your camp here,
and that the three strangers who are coming over in the
st age coach will find friends to help them until they learn
the ways of the mining camp. Thabvill be about all, ladies
and gentlemen."
The next morning our friends set out to hunt up fresh
adventures, since there was really nothing about P ine O ulch
to kep them there.
But Young Wild West's Road Agent Round-up bad been
a great success, and no doubt it would be the topic of conversation for a long time to come.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
AND THE RED RANCHERO; OR, THE PLOT T U
BURN A SETTLEMEN T."
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In the shop of a cabinet-maker in New York a sign announces "Sawdust For Sale. There is no evidence anywhere
of bags of coarse pine sawdust, such as is used in butchers'
shops, markets and saloons. "\Ve don't handle that stuff,"
said the proprietor of the shop. "Our specialty is in the
sawdust of the fine woods, such as mahogany, boxwood and
sandalwood. We sell sawdust by the ounce or the pound,
not by the bushel. The sawdust of fine hard woods brings
good prices. There are about twelve varieties of it, and
each has its appropriate use. Boxwood sawdust, the most
expensive of all, is used by manufacturers to burnish silver
plate and jewelry. Sandalwood is used for scent bags and
for the preservation of furs. There is no waste of sawdust
in our business."

GRINS AND CHUCKLES.
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SOME GOOD ARTICLES.

If it took five. minutes for big Peter to give little John a

how long did it take little John's bi,g brother to give
Peter a black eye?
beat!lng,

Two and a half tons of whalebone have 'just been sold
at Dundee .at the rate, it is understood, of fifteen thousand
Willie's papa sent him out to change a $5 bill. Willie lost
dollars per ton, or one hundred dollars a ton higher than · the money. Where did Willie get it when he returned home,
the previous record price. Early last century the price was and what caused his yells?
one hundred and twenty-five dollars per ton.
Little James had a beanshooter. The butcher had a nice
fat neck. What was little James getting his face -slapped for
The latest thing is the vest-pocket typewriter, which 10011.., five minutes later, and whose mother pulled the butcher's hair
like a watch and prints on a narrow strip of gummed paper.
in the afternoon?
The mechanism occupi'es one part of the case and the paper
forms a roll in the bottom. The little machine is operated
Little Jennie passed a box of caramels to two little boys,
by pressing the button, . which occupies the position of the asking each to take one. How many candies were left when
winding button on a watch.
Jennie got the box back and why did the doctor hurry to the
little boys' houses one hour later?
A large number of men and boys are making considerable

money this winter hunting and trapping, owing to the unusually high price of furs. The streams and swamps abound
in muskrats, with an occasional mink. Skunks are reported
to be unusually plentiful this year. A good skunk skin will
bring from $3 to $5, while a muskrat skin, which several
years ago sold for .15 cents, is now worth from 50 to 75
cents.
Recently the writer had the pleasure of meeting a young
Scotch girl who though almost blind is active and accomplished to a very remarkable degree. One of her principal
interests is her po).lltry yard, and there her almost unaided
efforts have met with trul)' wonderful succe.ss. Her yearly
balance sheet shows substantial and increasing profits, while
the care of her birds prove a source of much interest and
provirles a good deal of healthy outdoor exercise. She keeps
C'areful anti accurate accounts, a Braille slate being used
for memoranda. She uses a typewriter for correspondence.

One little boy playing hookey from school, and a fat policeman with a wart on his nose, were chasing each other around
in a circle. Why was this done and who got it in the neck
from the teacher-the boy or the cop?
On a recent examination paper in civics was this question:
"I( the President, Vice-President and all the members of the
Cabinet should- die, who would officiate?" Robert, a boy
of 12, thought for some time, trying in vain to recall who
came next in succession. At last a happy inspiration came
to him and he answered, "The undertaker."
A business man said to his wife at dinner: " 'Here is a
riddle for you, my dear: Why is a husband like dough?' The
answer to thi's riddle was, 'Because a woman needi:; him.'
The business man expected his wife to give the riddle up,
or else to guess that answer. But his wife said calmly:
"'Why is a husband like dough, eh? Well, I suppose it's
·because he's so hard to get off one's hands.'"

The per capita wealth of the Indian is approximately $2,130,
that of the American is only a little more than $1,300. The
His knowledge of geography may have been imperfect, tut
lands owned by the Indians are rich in oil, timber and other the boy mentioned in this anecdote from the Phila-delphia .
natural resources of all kinds. Some of the best timber land Inquirer knew something about human nature. A class of
in the United States is owned by Indians. The value of boys, averaging about twelve years of age, had been examtheir agricultural lands runs up in the millions. The ranges ined in geography, the previous day having been devoted
which they possess support about 500,000 sheep and cattle, to grammar. Among the geographical questions was the
owned by lessees, bringing in a revenue of more than $272,000 following: "Names the zones." One promising youth of
to the various tribes besides providi'ng feed for more than eleven years, who had mixed the two subjects, wrote: "There
1,500,000 head of horses, cattle, sheep and goats belonging to are two zones, masculine and feminine. The masculine is
the Indians themselves. Practically the only- asphalt deposits 1 either temperate or intemperate; the fei;ninine is either torrid
in the United States are on Indian lands.
.1or frigid."
· .
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he sa.id he was prepared to follow them. A dress like those
they wore was put upon him, except that there were no eyeTHE LION OF CASTILE.
holes in the hood, and he was led away. He calculated that
he walked about a quarter of a league before the party halted,
By Alexander Armstrong
and entered a gateway, whence they passed into a garden as
he knew by the smell of flowers. He was then marched to
In the sixteenth century the Inquisition was the great terror some building in the garden, and unmasked. The leader
of all mankind. And this was more especially the case in [ of the Inquisitors now said, "You have arrived. Such 'a one
as we are will wait upon you. Be obedient, and you need not
Spain, where, indeed,' the terrible institution took its rise.
No man or woman was safe. Neither could tell when he fear. "
Left alone he found himself in a sort of pavilion, built in
or she might be accused, seized silently in the night-time,
an extensive garden.
gagged, and taken away.
He was in a well-furnished room, with table spread 'w ith
W11en a man was missing, and no reasonable cause for
wine and water. He was about to open the door, when
food,
that
assumed
always
was
it
found,
be
his disappearance could
a hideous roar stopped his hand.
the myrmidons of the Inquisition had gripped him.
It came from the garden. Gusman did not tremble, though
Most frequently· the victim never returned.
It was not until the last century that the records of the he had not been allowed to clap _his sword on his side when
Inquisition gave up the evidence of the ingenuity of savagery taken from his house.
His instinct told him he was in the neighborhood of a wild
used b-y the Inquisitors against their victims.
beast. Anxiously he waited for the dawn. The sun risen, he
Of those records we have a s)J.ort tale to tell.
Don Gusman Silva was a minor, and the inheritor of a went forth to explore his place of imprisonment.
Very soon he found the explanation of the horri'd sounds
very considerable estate.
His guardian was a cousin-Don · Gravade Hispanolos-a he had heard during the night. A large lion, inclosed in a
man thrice his age, a widower and the father of Donna Car- movable cage, was in one corner of the grounds.
Suddenly a paper was thrust over his shoulder and into his
men, a young lady one year younger than Gusman.
face.
his
children,
without
In the event of the death of Gusman
The latter said, "Either sign this paper, which is a promise
wealth would go to Alonsos, also a cousin, if, indeed, the
to marry my daughter, or, as a heretical wretch, be cast into
gentleman was alive.
He had sailed for the Americas when quite a lad, and noth- the lion's ' den."
For a moment Gusman blanched then said: "Rather the
ing more had been heard of him.
teeth of a lion, than the life-long agony of a wretched
sharp
HisHidalgo
the
then
died,
Gusman
if
If he were dead, and
m,arriage. Destroy me, and enjoy my property with what happanolos, his guardian, wou1a_ succeed.
Hispanolos was a ·man of about fifty-five, the slave of the piness ye may."
The Don, ferocious as the lion itself, whistled, and four
Grand Inquisition-a poor man who thirsted for power and
hooded myrmidons appeared, and seized the unhappy youth.
riches.
"Do your work," said the Don.
"Gusman," he said to the youth, one day, "thou art now' old
The strong men seized the youth, who knowing his strength
enough to choose thy wife that shall be. My ·daugh_ter Carwas useless against his tormentors, yielded. They took him
men loves thee."
"By St. James!" cries the youth, "but I will choose for by a ladder at the back of the cage to its, top, opened there
myself! Mayhap I was thinking of my cousin, but if you a trap-dopr, and thrust him in.
At the same m6ment the lion gave a leap forward, and strikclap her on my shoulders after this fashion, I will say thee
ing against the door of the cage, in a moment he was freenay!"
"She loves thee," said the old man, frowning, "and thou for the door yielded.
Some unknown fri end had, by will or chance, unlocked
hast taught her to love thee. I will let a week pass before I
th<' door of the cage.
speak to thee upon the subject."
It was Gusman who was safe, Hispanolos ,who was in danger.
Those seven days being passed, the guardian . once more
With his battle roar, the lion leaped upon the tyrant, and in
faced his ward.
"Well, what does those say? Wilt marry my fair Ca1'men?'' a moment the old man fell, horribly lacerated in the right
"By the fair rood, I would have done so, good guardian ; thigh.
Now the lion roared again, for an armed man was coming
but since thou hast thrust the lady up.on me after this
towards the king of . the forest.
fashion I have grown to avoid her."
Another momenr and the monster lay dead, slain by the
" So that I have foiled myself by my own act?"
sword of a new-comer .
.. 'Tis so!"
"Who art thou tb.at has saved me? 1' asked the old man.
'· The Padre Tomasco shall speak to thee!"
"What, cousin Hispanolos, hast forgotten me? I am Alonsos,
wife!"
my
of
name
"No padre shall dictate to me the
"Take heed! Less than that said against the Church has heir to Gusman, if Gusman is dead. I am just home from
the golden Americas, apd preparing for to-day's tourname11t,
cast a man into the grip. of the Holy Inquisition.''
that I .rp.igbt aJ?,nounce myself with brilliancy. I happene,4
my
i;:i}.oose
w!O
I
but
that;
of
fear
no
have
true-I
am
"I
to be in time to save thee, for I know what is the deathwife myself."
threatening roar of a wild beast, so I broke in at thy garden
to
quite
and
Gusman,
Don
with
The Padre Tomasco talked
gate. Forgive the trespass."
no purpose.
"So," thought the old Don, "had l caused Gusman's death,
That night the young Don was awakened from his sleep
by a heavy hand laid over his heart. He awoke to find four here comes his heir, and I had not gained his· wealth. Heaven
men in black at his bedside. Their heads were covered with is just!"
It was then the two young cousins embraced.
hoods, through holes in which their glittering eyes were
There is little more to tell. Hispanolos died of his wounds,
fixed upon him.
He saw · resistance was useless; and, feeling that he had while Gusman being freed from all compulsion with regard to
no cause for alarm, he rose, bowed, and uttering a civil word, the Lady Carmen, fell in love with her and married her .
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( A SERIAL STORY)

T.HE EMPTY SADDLE
OR,

THE WILD HORSE OF RED RIVER .
BY KIT CLYDE.
(Chapter III.-continued.)
"Bessie-Bessie!" cried Maurice, seizing the girl in his
arms and frantically call:ng to her.
"Look out, youngster, ur ye'll be a tumblin' off next thing
r know," roared old Hank Monk, who now found 'all his skill
ssary to guide the horses in the right path.
The vehicle bounc~d and swayed so that Maurice had to
Id the girl with one hand and cling to the iron rod which
around the top with the other.
"We ha'.ve 'em! Whoop! we have 'em!" Big Perry yelled.
"Not while old Hank Monk livesi" thundered the veteran
driver, and taking the lines in one hand, he drew his revolver
with the other, which he leveled at the foremost of the road
agents.
But this distracted his attention from the horses, and the
stage was hurled with such violence against a large stone at
the roadside that the fore wheel was broken down, the vehicle
thrown over on one side, and its passengers thrown stunned
to ~he ground.
Wild were the yells of exultation of the r~ad agents as they
spurred their horses forward toward the stage. But counter
yells were heard down the creek, and next moment four men
mounted on excellent horses were seen charging down upon
Big Perry's gang.
"Old Buck, the horse hunter!" yelled Big Perry, reinfng in
his horse.
"We've lost 'em, Perry," cried Big Perry's lieutenant.
Three or four sharp, quick reports rang out on the air, and
the bandit chief cried:
·
"Away, boys, fly for your lives!"
Setting the example himself he wheeled his horse about, and
went thundering over the hill, his desperate band at his heels.
The horses to the stage broke their traces and rushed madly
nto the trees, until they were so entangled they were comelled to stop. Old Hanle Monk and Maurice, who were less
1
tunned and more determi'ned than the others, were on their
et, pistols in hands, almost as soon as· the stage struck the
earth.
Supporting the insensible girl on his arm Maurice fired three
shots at the retreating outlaws, and Hank emptied his revolver,
but as the road agents were too far away to make thei'r shots
effective, the bullets were wasted on the air.
"Stop hyar! " yelled Old Buck, reining in his horse by the
stage. "Let's see who is killed ur crippled."
The four horse hunters, Buck, B!ll, Sam, and Bob dismounted
aud ran toward the stage coach.
"Hank Monk!" cried Old)3uck; "air yer hurt?"
"No; a leetle shuck up, that air all," Hank Monk answered.
"Wall, who is k!lled?"
"Dun know, Buck; let's git the door open an' the people out."
In the meantime, Maurice, weak and stunned as he was,
raised the form of Bessie Florence in his arms and carried
her down the hill to where a stream of clear, cold water ran
among the rocks. He stooped over her and proce•ded to bathe
her face and temples in the water, calling her by name.

She gasped, she breathed, and with a joyful cry, he continued
to apply the water to her brow.
He now saw that there were a few drops of blood on her
sleeve, and ripping up the ulster, he laid bare her arm. Just
above the elbow, he found a hard splinter sticking in the
flesh. A bullet had, no doubt, struck the top of the stage and
knocked loose the splinter, imbedded it in her arm.
At this moment she opened her, eyes, and gazing on his face
gasped:
"Bessie, Bessie, are you alive? Oh, tell me that your wound
is nothing serious."
"Where are we, Maurice? What has happened?" she gasped
in a feeble voice.
He explained in as few words as possible, and with a smile,
she said:
"I guess I was frightened, Maurice. I remember now feeling
a stingi'ng pain in my arm and supposed a bullet had gone
through me."
"Oh, is it no worse?"
"It's but a scratch," she said, with a smile, "and a frontier
girl ought to be ashamed of herself to complain of it at .all."
At this moment the other passengers who had been more
or less bruised and stunned, came, to where Maurice and
Bessie sat to inquire after her injuries.
"They are slight, very slight, I assure you," said Bessie,
-rising to her feet.
"We are very glad to hear it," began one of the gentlemen,
but he was interrupted by the irrepressible Hank Monk.
"Hyar's a purty mess, " vociferated the veteran of the stage.
"Er wheel smashed, hosses gone, an' them air dratted road
agents gone afore I got my jints ter workin' easy. Now, ef
they'd stayed . an' fit like men I wop-ldn't a-felt so tarnil bad
over it:"
"Who were the men who came to our rescue?" asked Maurice.
"Hoss hunters," answered Hank Monk. "They war Old
Buck, Blll Snow, Sam Patc11en an' Squint-Eyed Bob. "
"Where are they now?"
"Chasin' them rapscallions, but 'twon't do no good-they're
outrunnin' our fellers. The hoss hUD.ters'll b.e back soon. "
"I · hope they will," said Maurice. " They are the very men
I" want to see."
Then he remembered that Bessie, despite her boast, might
not have recovered from her shock, and hastened to her to
assure her that all danger for the present was over.
Old Hank Monk was correct in his surmise about the speedy
return of Old Buck and his companions. They galloped back
to the stage and finding everybody on the banks of the stream,
hastened to the group to' see if any one was killed or seriously
wounded.
"Wall, Hank, what hev yer lost?" Old Buck asked.
"My hosses! " was the answer.
"Any passengers?"
"No."

"Yer lucky."
"Lucky is it?

D'ye call it lucky ter be left out here two
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hundred miles from a settlement, with a broken wheel, hosses
gone, harness torn, and half a dozen passengers, three women?"
"Wall, .yer lucky that Big Perry an' his gang didn't git yer,
that's what I mean."
'"Now, Buck, I'm in a mess," said Hank Monk.
"'.Vant us ter help yer?"
"Yes."

'·vVell, we've got another job on hand, Hank, but we're not
ergoin' ter leave a feller in sich a scrape as this. What d'yer
want us ter do?"
'"Hunt my hosses fust an' bring 'em back."
"Guess we will hev to, boys," said Old Buck.
At this juncture Maurice came up the hiII toward them and
said:
·' Are you horse hunters?"
"Bet we air!"
" Old Buck and Bill Snow?"
"Yes, that's two on us. Squint-Eyed Bob and Sam Patchen
air the other two."
" You have Instructions from Russel & Compton, have you
not?"
"" About the empty saddle?"
"Xes."
"We hev."
"I am their agent, and was on my way to meet you. I have
seen the horse Snowflake."
"So hev we, but we couldn't run him down."
"Can't you lasso him?"
"No."
"Trap him, then. Get him some way."
" But don't kill him," put in Bessie, who seemed to recover
spirits with her strength. "He is too beautiful to kill."
Maurice heard her request, and despite their quarrel he
loved her still. Dttermined that her wishes should be obeyed,
he said:
"Let it be as she says. Under no circumstances harm the
bi'g white horse."
"And when you capture him I shall ride him, " said Bessie,
gaily. "He will be mine. "
"Bessie, your wish shall be granted," said Maurice.
"I think ye'd better be er lookin' after the horses what draws
the stage," put in old Hank Monk. "It air er bout time we war
lookin' fur some way tar git ter Fort Supply-."
"That is so," said Maurice. "Go and bring back the hor!!les
for the stage."
The four horse hunters, all famous in their calling, wheeled
their steeds about ' and went thundering away in the track
made by the absconding animals.
They were not gone long. A little over a mile from the overturned coach they came upon the horses tangled up in harness and bushes so they could go no further. They returned
,:ith them, and then Hank Monk said he would have to go
back to the next station and bring another stage.
"How long will ft take you?" asked Maurice.
"Three days at least."
"Three days without food? we will starve!"
"I have some luncheon," whispered Bessie. " I will divide
,1ith you."
"No, you will need it all."
Old Buck proposed that he . and his companions scout the
country and kill an antelope or t:wo for food.
This was finally decided on, and at daylight Monk with the
horses set out for the nearest station at which he could get
a stage coach.
That morning the four hunters set out to hunt for an
·
antelope.
All day long the passengers awaited their return. Maurice
and Bessie were coniitantly together and had made up their

quarrel, an~ were better lovers tha~ ever. She ill.slsted on
Maurice sharing her luncheon with her, but he, fearing she
would suffer for food, absolutely refused.
It was the middle of the,.afternoon, and one of the gentlemen
had gone to the top of the hill to _look for the hunters. He
came running down to the camp, his face expressing the wildest
alarm.
" Indians-Indians! " he cried.
Our friends were in a most deplorable condition. Maurice
had the only rifle in the party, though all the men carried
heavy revolvers.
"Are they coming this way? " he asked.
"Yes, and there are a dozen or more."
"Then we must get out of their reach," said Maurice. "No
doubt they are part of a thieving band; but they are too many
for us."
They hurriedly gathered up a few blankets and effects and
ran down the stream where the' thick bushes seemed to aff
a hiding place.
"Let me keep at your side," said Bessie to Maurice.
"You may, but I am afraid that you cannot stand this tra
long."
"My powers of endurance are greater than you think."
The wild yells and whoops of Indians could be heard in their
rear, attesting that the stage coach had been discovered.
This tended to greatly accelerate their speed. Not a word
was spoken for more than an hour, as with cheeks pale with
fear and eyes dilated with dread, they hurried on over hill and
dale.
At last, as the sun was sinking, they halted on the banks of
Cimaron River, and the ladles sat down upon the grass. For
a long time not a word was said. They were without food
or shelter in an unknown wilderness with a savage foe.
It became necessary for some one to go down the river and
look up some means of crossing. All the men seemed to
shrink from that task, and Maurice said:
" I will go."
Then shouldering his rifle in as cheerful a mood as he could
assume, he quitted the little camp, and hurried along the
stream which meandered through the forest.
Darkness came on, and he found himself far away from his
friends, but saw no point shallow enough to wade the stream,
an<;I they had no boat or canoe to ferry them.selves over. Once
across the river it was the int~ntion of Maurice to push out
for Fort Supply, the nearest point.
He halted by the water's brink at last, exhausted, and sat
down to rest.
Scarce had lie done so, ere a pair of strong hands seized hi
from behind. He made a tremendous effort to break away, b
in vain. Half a dozen arms seized hii;n, and bore him to t
earth.
CHAPTER IV.
THE STRANGE HER.MIT.

"Who are you? Villains, unhand me!" groaned Maurice,
still struggling with his captors.
"Ugh, no make noise!"
,,
"Unhand me or I will kill you."
"vVhite brave squaw!" gri'nned the Indian in contempt.
Despite his exertion• Maurice was tied with strips of
tanned deerskin, which he found it impossible to break.
Then the Indans held a short consultation )n their own
language. By their gestures and excited manner Maurice
knew they were uneasy. "Oh, if I but had my liberty and my
Remington rifle," said he to himself, "L would save Bes ie
yet."
(Continued in our next issue.)
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Price, 15c.
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mentally select one of the
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shuffled and one Is openly
taken away and placed In
his pocket. The performer re"lnarks that he
has taken the ca rd mentally selected by the
spectator. The three cards are now dlspla.yed
and th e selected card ls found to be mlaslng.
Reaching in his pocket the performer removes
and exhibits the chosen card.
Price, 15c,
ChaB. Unger, 316 Union St., Jersey City, N. J.
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card.
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No. 57. HOW TO MAKE l\WSICAL INSTBUMENTS.-Full directions how to make a
Banjo, V!oi!n, Zither, lEolian Harp, Xylophone
and other musical instruments; together with
a brief description of nearly every mualcal Instrument used in ancient or modern times.
Profusely Illustrated.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By
Old King Brady, the well-known detective. In
which he lays down some valuable rules for
beginners, and also relates some adventure• of
well-known detectives.
No. 59. HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LANTERN.-Contaln!ng a description of the lantern, together with Its history and Invention.
A !so full directions for Its use and for painting
slides. Handsomely !llustrated,
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Conta!nlng useful Information regard1ng the Camera and how to work it; also how
to make Rhotograph!c Magic Lantern Sl!des
and other Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT
JIIILITARY CADET.-Expla!ns how to gain
adm ittan ce, course of Study, Examinations,
Duties, Staff of officers, Post Guard, Police
Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy
should know to be a cadet. By Lu Senarens.
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL
CADET.-Complete Instructions of how to g_aln
admission to the Annapol!s Naval Academy.
Aloo containing the course of Instruction, deecr!pt!on of grounds and buildings, historical
sketch, arid everything a boy sb.ould know to
become an officer In the United Staie, Navy.
•
By Lu Senarens.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Contaln!ng full directions for making electrical machines, Induction cotls, dynan10s, and many novel toys to be worked by
electri city. By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully Illustrated.
No. 65. l\IlJLDOON'S JOKES.-The most
ori ginal joke book ever published, and it Is
brimful of wit and humor. It contains a larg~
collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of
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No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS
\VITH CARDS.-Conta!n!ng deceptive Co.rd
Tricks as performed by lead-Ing conjurers and
Arranged for home amusement.
m agic ians.
Fully illustrated.
conundrums, with key to same. A complete
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACK ART.book. Fully !llustrated.
<.:onta!n!ng a complete description of the mysNo. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.
t er ies of Magic and Sleight-of-Band, together
-Containing a large collection of instructive
By A.
with many wonderful experiments.
and highly amusing electrical tricks, toAnderson. l !lust rated.
Anderson.
A.
By
gether with Illustrations.
No, 70. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.
Conta inin g complete instructions how to m
-Containing over one hundred highly amusup for various characters qn the stage;
ing and instructive tricks with chemicals. By
gether w!Lh the duties or the Stage !Ilana
A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrated .
Prompter, Scen ic Artist and Property Man..
No. 69, HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND.
No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK,
-Containing over fifty of the latest and beat
tha latest jokes, anecdotes a
Containing
the
containing
Also
magicians.
by
tricks used
funny stories of this world-renowned Ger~
secret of second sight. Fully illustrated.
comed ian. Sixty-four pages; handsome col No. 70. HOW TO MAKE MAGIC TOYS.ored cover containing a half-tone photo of
Con taining full directions for makin g Magic
the author.
Toys and devices of many kinds. Fully !llusNo. 81. HO"'- TO lllESlllERIZE.-Co nta!nlng
trated.
th e most approved methods ot mesmerism;
No. 71. HOW TO DO IIIECHANICAL
also how to cure all kinds of diseases by
TRICKS.-Contalning complete Instructions for
animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By
performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks. Fully
Prof. Leo Hugo Koch. A.C.S., author of "How
!llustrated.
to Hypnotize," etc.
WITU
TRICKS
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY
CARDS.-Embrac!ng all of the latest and most
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALl\ITSTRY.-Condeceptive card tricks, with !llustrat!ons.
tatning the most approved methods of readNo. 73, HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NUMIng the lines on the hand. together with a full
BERS.-Show!ng many curious tricks with
explanation of th eir meaning. Also explainfigures and the magic of numbers. By A,
ing- phrenology, and the key for tell!ng charAnderson. Fully !llustrated.
acter by th e bumps on the h ead. By Leo
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORHugo Hoch, A.C.S. Fully Illustrated.
RECTLY.-C'ontain!ng full instructions for
No. 8:J. UOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Conta!nln g
writing letters on almost a ny subject; also
valu able and 1nstructJvo information regardrul es for punctuation and composition, with
• In g the science of hypnotism. Also explalnspecimen letters.
1ng the most approved methods which are
No. 75. HOW TO BECOME A CONJURER.
employed by the leading hypnollsts or the
-Containing· tricks with Dominoes, Dice, C"ups
world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
and Tia1ls, Hats, etc. E1nbracing lhll'ty-six
No. 84. now 'J'O BECOME AN AUTHOR.
illustrations. By .A. Anderson .
-C'ontaln ln g infonnation regarding choice of
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FOR'J'UNES BY
subj('cts, the use or words a nd the manner or
THE HAND.-Containing l'ules for tolling
Also
preparing and submitting manuscript.
fortunes by the aid of lines of th o h~nd, or
containing valuable tnrormatton as to the
the secret of pallnistry. Also the secret or
neatness, Jeglbil!ty and genel'ai composition of
telling future events by aid of moles, marks,
manuscript.
scars, etc. Illustrated.

Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and
practical joker of the day,
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Contaln!ng
Qver three hundred Interesting puzzles and

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 10 cents per copy, in money or postage stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

~

-

24 UNION SQUARE, N. Y.

ff It Is the duty of every American

boy to own a r ifl e and l ea rn how to
handle a gun, a n d s end a bull et whizzing straight and true to the mark.
ff Th e favorite r ifle of the Ji,•e American boy is the Daisy Air Rifle.
Millions of boys have learn ed to s hoot
with the Daisy. You will fi nd it a
trusty and faithful companion in your
jaunts Into the fi elds and woods .
ff The Daisy is a real gun, modelled
in the lines of a r eal magazine rifle,
but wilh this Important differ ence.it shoots with compressed air instead
of powder.

LOOK AT THE DAISY
BEFORE YOU BUY.
fl The different Daisy Models are
sold by the leading hardwar e and sporting goods dealers in every part of the
, United States. Go to your n earest
dealer and ask him to let you look at
any of these Daisy Models. He will be
glad to let you look at th em , even If
you can' t buy right away.

Daisy Special 1,000 automatic repeatPr, with blu ed barrel..... $2.50
1,000-Shot Dais y Automatic Magazi ne Rifle, .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .• 2.00
Other Da isy !l'.lodels, 60c. to • .. • 1, 75
Little Da isy ,-th e n ew pop-gun
for children .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .•
.25
ff H your deal er cannot supply you.
any of th e abov e guns sent, express
paid, from fa ctory, anywher e in the
United Sta tes on r eceipt of price.

BOYS, WRITE FOR THIS INTERESTING STORY,
SENT FREE.
ff We have pu blished on e of the fun -

niest, breeziest stories ever written
for boys, called, "Tile Diary Of A
Daisy Doy." We have printed an
edition for fr ee distribution, and want
every boy or every parent of a boy
to write for a free copy. To every
'boy we w!ll send also a complete set
of rules of drill and hints on marksmanship.

DAISY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
.OFFICE AND FACTORY, 306 UNION ST., PLYMOUTH, MICH,, U.S.A.
La1•gest Mctnufactiwe,r s of Afr Bif{es in th e Wm•ld

WE GI VE FRETil this genRluo

BO YS

LEARN TO PLAY WHILE YOU'RE YOUNG.
GROW UP TO BE A BAND LEADER • • ,

We guarantee to teach you through the mail. Our graduates in
every State are playing in bands and orchestras, or in churches and
theatres at good salaries. Anybody who reads English can learn our
simple lessons. They are easy but thoro11gh.

THIS CORNET 15
GIVEN TO PUPILS

and marvelous moving pt ct u re
machine, with 2 flue tnms with
63 vie w~, for eelllng only!M pckge:.
llLUINE at 10c each. 'l'HJS IS A
OHEA1' OFF~:R. You <'a n eas il y
earn goo<l money with thl1 s ple ndid
ontflt. \\'rite TODAY. for the BLU•

JNE. Wh<' n sold rf' turn $2.40 and.
we wlll eell(l you this mo\·tng p ie·
tnre machlue and tl.lms w1th (HI
vtewl!,

BLlJINE MFG. CO. ,
1u1 1\1111 St.,

ABSOLUTELY FREE

Concord Junction,

We will send you a beautiful
Imperial B-flat corn~t to practice on and give it to you ABSOLUTELY F~EE when you .
have finished you r firJt quarter
of l essons, which you can ea sily pay for weekly. Cornet sent on approval at your express office. Satisfaction guaranteed. We teach
and supply all brass band instruments. Write your address on postal
and we'll send our illustrated catalog, t estimonials, full particulars
and sample lesson. Remember the cornet costs you not a cent a nd tbe
lossons are simpler, l ower in cost and bette r than you can get anywhere else, Anyone can afford our splendid course. Write today to

INTER,NATIONAL CORNET SCHOOL,
451 MUSIC HALL, BOSTON, MASS.

:Mass.

,B oys' Scout
Suits

Handsome dur-

able Scout Suits
just li ke p I c-

ture, 6rm.sLrong

khaki, 8 CO U t
!-ult color. Sult1 consists of Coat, '1 rouecrs, Leggings, and

llat. Coat bas brass
but,tons, tro u se r s

a re full length, leggings lace up. bat
h as wide stitched
b r Im. We give
Hoy 's

Scout

Suit

complete for selllng
only 24 J>lecea of our

goods, each at I Oc,

Write for goods.

When sold, retnrn

a year. 3 mos. 25 cts. 8am1,le copy Cree

I

;-\ · ·nts ,,,unt e d.

G::;). S. BARTON CO., 7 Water Street, Boston, Mass., Room 518.
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WILL
Cal. Hunting Rifle, wlll

kill game at 100 ydo. Given
or selling SO 1>nckages PERFORATED COURT
PLASTER at •oc. NEW, LONG-NEEDED EASYSELLING. All Doctors praise It, Send at 'once for
PORBOYS. SO
to sell. Extra Present, BOOK on HUNTING.
A.LP.CO. A.. L . Philbrick Co., Dept &15 IIIelroee, Ha ...
t

PREMIUMS

z.if.

OUR
PLASTER
SELLS ON
SIGHT.
YOU CAN
EARN THIS
RIFLE IN
A DAY.

ll2.<0 and we send
t bl• fu ll Scout Suit.

FRIEND SOAP CO,,
Dept, 200, Boston, Mass•

HAMILTON
RIFLE

Geauln.eTal:e-Down Riffe, ehoote: Jong and

1bort 22 calibre cartridge,. Steel barrel and frame ,
peep 1igbt1, automatic 1hell extractor. Given for ,ell ..
' log_80 :e_ack~ge1 Bluine at lOc-. each. Wrlte for Bluloe.
BLOlNE MFG, CO.; 163aUI St., Coaoord let., auo,

SBJRT, Hand·
eorne gra y flann t>l,

broad ehouldera,
very long three
button frout,
double ae we d.
PANTS, well made, Yery
strong, wide beh atraps,
knee e lastlrt1.
CAP, Snappy new 19ll
Lea~e1hape.
BEL'l', new st yle, bright
colored, patent n t c k e I
buckle.
Write fo r 2-1 p11,('luu:1>i,
BLUJ?-i.,.; to sell at lOc. ea.ch.
When &olll rel uni $2. 40 and
w e Rend tbl9 l!p)endld

b&.:!eball outfit.

Exira Premium
Any three 1t>tters you w a nt
made large or red re1t, for !!-blrt
front, ae nt free with the1uf t lfyoiJ
returuourmoney within ten da,-,

Bhiine Mfg. Co,.
152 Mill Street,
Concord Junctlo'r
Mass.

